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steam en
Manufacturer of general machinery,
mill work, spool machiner, ami tools,
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tape, 'lies and drills made an·!
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prompt per-onal atten*

ma>le 'lay claim Is paid.
reported on promptly.
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atter*

A

MAINE.

PARIS,

receive my

n*

.vt:

II norab'e Board of County Commission.
wttkta iti'l lor the Countv ot Ox'ord
un'ierslgrcl,
tcpr*sent«. the

·■

.··-

:1. cru of the town of Sumner, du y
:/cl ati'l Instructed by vote of sal<l town,
■i on convenience aid uecc-.-lly Ίο not
Outlnuan· » of the following tier·· tht
>··! wa> * au>l roa'lo In sal·! town, ami there»
f. '·· request that the same be ol>c« Dtlnued, to
wit
»ue certain piece of road In safci town of
the old road
ι; tit r, hcglniilrg at the poK t in
ti.- to what was
ormerly Franklin Plantawhere -al>l n>a·! form* à junction with the
t
ι· ling to Wesley Hammond's, and runnli g
r .Ί
I the house where lieo. An'trew»,
Ihti, hut now owned by N. S.
aim· one other pit ce of roaM In said
»t"We
t wn. '«-ginning at a point on the roa>l lemllhg
U -t »utnner to Hurktield. and runnlt «
:i«terlv anil northerly acroes the Tweuty
t
V
liiv. to the Cha-e M. Harris ρ ace, so-cal e·!.
HSw ii- r, th!·. e'untecuth'lav of March,
A I». I'.«B.
M1 nlcli>ai «>!licere
S. F. STETSON',
of
(.Ml ONSET.
Sumner.
t. II. BARROWs,)
,λ

-·

■

■

[

VTATE OK

ΜΑ1ΧΕ.

».\KORD. s»:
il tv
omuils-toncrs, December sesl.«rt, lie. I by adjournment, Mar. 31, l'JiJ.
I ΙΌΝ ihe foregoing petition, satisfactory
<-u « net· having lieen received that the petHlou·
ersare rv-|-.·ιΐτ·ΙΙ*]«. and that Inquiry iuto the
Ιτ I»
rit.- of their application Is
•Ki'tMKU, t!i.it the County Commissioners mwt
>; :i:c house of Ν. S. Stowell ta >umner In said
ty on Monday. May 11, 11M3. »t trn of the
to view the route
< k. a
M and thence
Immediately alter
ntloue<l In said
of
the
w. a
partie* ami
hearing
l:.. lr witnesses will be ha·! at some convenient
.ι
In the vicinity, ami such other measures
uki ii tn the premise* if the Commissioner* «hall
Ami It Is turther οκι·κκκι>, that
λ· proper.
·. e of the time, place ami purpose of the Com-«oners' meeting aforesaid be jtiv«?n to all
ami corporations Interested, bv causing
ill· -te l copie·» of said petition ana of tills orler
i:n reon to l>e nerve·! upon the Clerk of the
T"wn of >uainer. In said County, ami ita
; -ted up In three public places In sal'l town
Ox
•, ui»llshed three week· successively In the
Democrat a newspaper prlute<l at Parts la
said
publiK.iM
ouuty of < »xford, the tlrst of
ai! η-, ami each of the other notices, to
uia le.
nerve· 1 ami posted, at least thirty
!*efore sal'l time of meeting, to the end that
·<■ I'tTtous and corjioratlons may then ami there
appear ami shew cause. If any'they have, why
*.:<■
of said petitioners should not b«·
<

<>ι >η

expedient,

proceed
petition.

prayer
granted.
Arrtsr -CHARLES Κ W HITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said
I ourt thereon
\ ΓΤι-.sr

Petition

an

!

t

inier of

—CHARLES T. WHITMAN. Clerk

PKOKATE notices.
To a i«ersons Interested In either of the estate-*
hereinafter name·! :
At a 1'rotate Court, at farts, In vacation,
tn *nd for the County of Oxford, In March.
In tne year of our Lorri nineteen hundred ami
three. The following matter having been pre
M.nte'1 for the action thereupon hereinafter indlcateu, it ts hereby <·ω>κκχι>
That noilce thereof be glveu to all persons Interested by auslng a copy of this oriier to be
published t: ret· weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
I'arls, tn -aid County, that they mav ap|>ear at a
Probate Court to be held "at ftumford, on
the «ec.>u
li.es.Wy of May, A. l>. law!, at:» of the
dock In the forenoon, and be hear·! thereon tf
<

they

see cause.

WII.siiN* TI-SDALE, late of Qulney, in tlis
■•late of Massachusetts, deceased, duly au hciillal<- 1 copy of wl 1 and petition for prolate there·
presented by Mary Esther Tls.iale. the ex
eeutrlx of «aid will.
■

HKKRICE.Judgeof said Court.
copy—attest

ADDISON E.
A true

ALBERT D. PAKE. Register.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

Discharge.

>
In the matter of
>KLDKS Κ WORTHI.EY,

Kankrupt.

J/»

)

Buntniptcy. j

'.ne Hus. clAKKM'fc. II At κ, Judge of the District Court of the United >ta:cs for the District
of Maine
Ο KLDKN E. WORTH LEV. of Mexico, In the
Maine.
ountv of Oxford. and Stale of
Ο
In said District, respectfully represents that
on the >th day of Eeb.. last pas», he was duly
II udged bankrupt underthe Act·of Congress re-1
tllng to I'ankruptcv ; that ho has duly surren'lered all his pro|iertv and right· of property,
an
ha- fully compiled with allthe requirements
of Ml I Acts ami of the orders of Court touching I
Id* bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, Tbat he may be dcereeo
''• the Court to have a full discharge from all
■lel>ts provable against his estate under said
inkrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this uth dav of " prtl. A. I>. 1903.
SELDEN E. WORTH LEY. Bankrupt

I

ORDER OE

NOTICE THKBEOS.

District ok Mains. ss.
1 >u this Uth
day of April, A. D. 1S03, on
ln< the foregoing petition. It Is
"rdered by the Court, That a hearing be ha
D.
upon the same on the 1st "lay of May, A.
l'*«, before said Court at Portland, In said Disnothat
and
trict. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
tice thereof be published in the Oxford Democrat. a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all knowu creditors, and other pernons Id
Iniere-t, mav appear at the said time and place.
and show cause. If any thev have, why the
Ιprayer of said petitioner should not lie grante
Α ad It Is further ordered by the Court, Th it
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stale· 1.
Witness the Hox. Clakksce HaLK. Judge o'
the «at I Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
D.
tn said
on the 11th day of April, A.

read-1

Ι'Λ».

I

!

District,

* ]
Λ true

[L

copy of
Attest

JAMES E. HF.WEY. Clerk.
petition ami ογ·Ιτ tm-roon.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

XAIXE.
COl'NTY oK OXFORD.as:
Takeu on execution, wh- rein. Jatues L. Partrt tgeand WlntleUl
Partridge, of Norway, In
•aid County of oxford, are plaintiffs and <.eor>rc
Κ Sanderson, late of Walerford til *atd county,
1« defendant, an'l will be sold by public auctloD.
at
on the twenty-eighth day of May. A. D. lt»W.
HTATE

OF

ten of the clock In the forenoon, it the oltlco of
Κ α gene Κ. Smith, Esq.. In Norway in said
which the
countv, all the right, title and Interest
said Ueorge E. Sam'erson. ate of said Waterford, has to the following deecrttwd real e-tate.
"Ituated In Waterford, In said county, to wit: a
certain lot or parcel of land described as follows —Commencing on the road leading from
South W.iterfor·!. to Love 11. at the northeast
corner of land ownnl by Κ rank W. Sanderson,
on the southerly side of said Love!! rovi; thence
rail to a
easterly on the southerly sl<le of «aid owned
by
three cornered piece of lan formerly
John C. Brown; theoc« south easterly on line of
s«M Brown piece to the Beu Hale road, so called ;
thence southerly by said Ben Hale road, to
bound near the center of said I· t made by
Thomas Swan, and Charles Young, for a division
forcorner. Thence westerly to the line of land
but
merly owned by the late Jeremiah Woodart,
thence
ii.
Uayne·;
now occupied by WUllam
northerly parallel with the lot line to said Lovell
a
road and to the llrst named bound, and being
lot.
portion of what Is known as the Walker
the
eleventh
aforesaid,
Dated at Waterford.
day of April. A. D. lttB
TUA DDE I'3 CROSS,

Deputy Sheriff.
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As the spring opens and we turn our
attention to the preparation of the land
for the crops that are to be produced the
coming season, we trust that every farmer will bear in mind the importance of
thorough culture. One acre well prepare*! and thoroughly cultivated is more
remunerative than two acres upon which
but little labor is expended. The increased income from intensive culture is
more than proportionate to the increased
expense in labor. This does not necessarily mean that only small areas should
be tilled. I.arge areas maybe cultivated with profit provided they are given
the requisite care and attention.
In our institute work last year we tried
to impress upon the farmers the fact that
cultivation is fertilization. Those farmers who cultivate most receive the most
bountiful crops. Through cultivation
the plant food, which is still contained
in large quantities in our soil, is liberated and put in such a coudition that it
can be readily assimilated by the little
rootlets of the plant, which take up their
focnl in solution. If the soil has been
thoroughly pulverized for a hoed crop,
half the battle is won.
Cultivation should be kept up until
the plants are nearly mature. Especially should cultivation follow every rain
storm, in order that the surface may be
broken up and a dust mulch formed
which «ill prevent evaporation and thu*
protect the crops from loss of noisturc.
On those fields of |»otatoes and corn to
which we gave our personal attention
last year, we found that by cultivating
three times as much as the ordinary
farmer would cultivate the yield was
increased tifty per cent. We hope that
some of the farmers who read this bulletin will have experimental pieces upon
which they will try the effect of thorough,
frequent cultivation, cultivating twice
as much as has been the usual custom,
and report to us at this othoe at the time
of harvest what success they have bad
with these plots. \Vesh;dl besurprised,
and their experience will be different
from that of farmers who tried this last
to 55
year, if they do not receive from 25
than when
per ceut more from the land
it is under ordinary cultivation.
We trust you thoroughly understand
the importance of spraying early and
often, and that spraying should alwavs
be for two purposes, to exterminate
insects and to prevent rust and blight.
Spraying with Bordeaux mixture, for
a*
potatoes, should be done as often
every new growth of six iuches appears.
The formula for Bordeaux mixture is as
follows: Copper sulphate. 5 pounds;
fre.sh lime (unslaked), 5 pounds; water So
gallons. Those who are growiug potatoes to any extent should spray with a
deal depends
power agitator, as a great
stirred
upon the mixture being properly
when it is applied to the plant, and
horses do not tire its easily as men and
consequently the work is more apt to be
thoroughly done. The piece should be
sprayed both ways, so that every leaf of
the plant will be covered by the spray.
While
watching the experimental
pieces of potatoes last season, we observed that those potatoes that were sprayed
thoroughly and ofteu >;rew more rank in
the growing season, ami remained green
and continued to grow longer than those
that were sprayed but once or twice,
during the early part of their growth.
The yield on those plots where spraying
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This may be called the "laying by" ol
the corn, as nothing more is done to il
till harvesting.
I may say, incidentally, in closing, thai
sweet corn stover is cut with a harvester,
and drawn immediately to our barn,
where it is cut in one-half inch lengths,
plat ed in the silos, without tramping,
using all the time we can, consistently
with our other work. Although oui
fodder was badly frosted last season,
we should be much pleased to show the
readers of the Bulletin the silage we are
It
now feeding from a silo just opened.
is light in color, free from acid, with no
preceptible smell in or around the barn,
is
except at the time of feeding, and
eaten absolutely without waste.
MARCH GRAIN RETORT.

(From "Crop Reporter.")
"The March Keport of the statistician
of the Department of Agriculture shows
the amount of wheat remaining in fanners' hands on March 1 to have beeu
about 104.000,000 bushels, or 24.5 per
cent of last year's crop, as compared
with 23.2 per cent of the crop of 1901 on
hand ou March 1, 1902, and 24.Ô per cent
of the crop of 1!Ό0 on hand on March 1,

11)01.
The corn in farmers' hands is estimated at about 1,050,000,000 bushels, or 41.0
per cent of last year's crop, against 29.2
per cent of the crop of 1ίΚ)1 on hand on
March 1. 1902, and 30.9 per cent of the
crop of 1ÎHJ0 on hand on March 1, 1901.
Of oats there are reported to oe about
305.0< 10,000 bushels, or 30.9 per cent of
last year's crop, still in farmers' hands,
as compared with 30.6 per cent of the
crop ot 1901 on hand on March 1, 1902,
and 30.2 per cent of the crop of 1900 ou
hand ou March 1, 1901."
REPLIKS FROM

CORRESPONDENTS.

Κ cm ford— It is my object in farming
raise the crops that are best adapted
to the soil I have under cultivation, and
to
prepare that soil for the crop.
Thorough cultivation is the great secret
In raisto success iu all the farm crops.
in ur sweet corn. I plow the ground in the
fall, about eight inches deep, plowing in
the second crop of grass, if there is any.
In the spring I spread on about 20 loads
of barn manure to the acre, and harrow
with disc and spring tooth harrow,
going both wavs of the furrow four or
five times. I plant with planter, using
400 pounds phosphate to the acre, commence runuing the cultivator as soon as
the corn shows, deep at first and shoal
as the plauts get large, so as not to
disturb the roots, and cultivate often. I
have obtained from $40 to SOS per acre,
with corn at 1 1-2 cents per pound. In
raising potatoes 1 plow in about 15 loads
of barn manure, spread on grass stubble,
and use 000 pounds potato manure per
acre, dropping the potato manure with
corn planter by removing the back wheel
and the coverer. I use the weeder before
the potatoes are up, if the ground gets
baked down, and cultivate as often as I
Can, putting on the hiller the last time,
and then going over the ground with the
hoe. I use Paris green dry to kill the
bugs, and put it on with a duster.
E. F. Elliott.
Cot.l'MBiA Falls—How long should
milk be kept in Cooley cans with the
temperature of the water at 40 degrees?
Can good results be obtained with the
water at the temperature of 4·") degrees?
E. F. Allen.
-π.»

ι.

;

L-

is set lias a very marked effect on tlie
quality of the cream produced. Cream
from the same herd of cow ν will vary in
butter fat as the temperature of the
water in which the cans are submerged
changes. If the milk is kept at a temperature of :{ô instead of 4*> the cream
will often drop from four to five percent
in butter fat. This explains the fact
tli.it cream frequently tests lower in very
cold weather thau in warm weather.
The volume incieases correspondingly,
If the
so there is no loss of butter fat.
water in the creamer is allowed to become warmer than 45 degrees, the cream
becomes proportionately richer. Keepthe milk at a temperature of tîô or TO
was kept up during the growing season in,'
will cause an increase of ten or fifteen
exwas abumiaut to pay all the extra
the potatoes per cent of butter fat in the cream,
pense, and 1)5 per cent of
while the volume of the cream decreases.
were merchantable.
The latter temperature is objectionable
because the separation is not so comSWEET CORN CUI.TVBE.
plete and more fat is left in the skim(By B. Walker McKeen. Fryeburg.)
milk. than when a lower temperature is
Much of the success of the sweet corn used. The water must be kept at an
crop depends upon the proper prepara- even temperature to make cream at all
tion of the land. Our practice for years uniform in
composition. Cream raised
has been to grow it upon the green sward,
the milk twelve hours is not
setting
by
to
sand.
upon laud a little inclined
so rich as cream obtained from milk set
Sweet corn is a little more difficult to
twenty-four hours. Those who use the
thereand
corn,
than
yellow
>;et started
have generally found that
a lighter Cooley system
rather
ou
be
should
fore
grown
the best results were obtained with the
soil. We spread from five to eight cords water at 4">
degrees, with twenty-four
of good barn manure per acre on the hours
setting.—Commissioner.
or fall as
in
either
award,
spring
greeu
Paris—We consider the sweet corn
is mast convenient. The land is then
a
the
crop, taking one year with another,
plowed about six inches deep, using
furrow. best crop we can raise. We break the
plow that turns a rolling, broken
Years ago we abandoned the use of the ground in the fall and spread the matlat turning plow, to the manifest advan- nure on the furrow, and harrow with a
The object of spring tooth harrow. We like to start
tage of all crops grown.
is tiret, the harrow as soon as we can in the
turning the rolling, lap furrow,
matto mix the manure and the organic
spring and go over the ground every
abundant week until we plant the corn, which is
ter, which usually is far more
in the two or three inches of the top of about the 25th of May. As soon as the
the soil, thoroughly from the top to the corn is up so that we can see the rows,
bottom of the furrow, and second, to be- we start the cultivator and the hoe. We
by do nut use a weeder. Wo hardly ever
gin the pulverization, with the plow,that
time
fail to raise a good crop of corn. Our
breaking the soil at the same
care
it is turned. After the plowing comes rule is to plant early and then take
the titting of the seed bed. If spring of it. As hard a year as last year, our
then the corn
paid us at the rate of 340 per acre.
plowed, the land is first rolled,
of
We seed down with oats. I do not
disc harrow is used, tirst lengthwise
the furrows, then crosswise of the fur- know of any botter feed for cows in the
rows, then diagonally, always lapping fall tiian sweet corn fodder.
II. I). Hammond.
the harrow oue half, and doing with it
all the harrow is capable of, by using
Bethel—The high price of western
rounu
well
four horses, setting the discs
grain makes it imperative that we deand walking the horses sis rapidly as
more upon home grown feed and
pend
will
team
A
accomplish
they can stand.
less upon the purchased article than
of
rate
the
at
hour
one
walking
more in
raise corn and
three formerly. I shall try to
four miles an hour, than it will iu
to supply my
miles oats enough next season
two
of
rate
the
at
hours, walking
«mil horses with grain for the year.
is
tossed
kind
the
becnuse
per hour,
H. F. Maxim.
turned about more, and the lifting etfect
of the discs is increased so much. Once
Small Fruits and Berries.
the discs, lapping half, is
over with
lapequal to three times over iswithout
thrown in
EVERT FA RM Kit SUOLM.I» HAVE A I.IBEKping. The soil in this way
is kept
opposite directions, and the land
AL 8UIMM.Y FOB HOUE USE.
iu
thrown
ridges
of
being
level instead
not
is
harrow
lapped.
the
where
as it is
If we think the land is not in the best
Every farm should have a supply of
possible condition for the smoothing
with small fruits, plums, pears, and cherries.
harrow, after the three times over
the
in the And there is no good reason why
the discs, it is harrowed again,
which farmer's family should not have a good
direction
diagonally,
opposite
supply of berries in their season. Now
usually completes the work.
as the busy season of seed-time is almost
For completing the seed bed, we use
here, it would be well for the farmer,
the spike-toothed smoothing harrow.
who has not these luxuries, to plan for
is
now
soil
our
but
the
Acme,
We did use
planting a few small fruit trees and vines,
if
anv
clear
not
will
it
that
so mellow
sufficient to supply the family needs.
frehave
W
e
it.
weight is placed upon
on the These luxuries not only promote good
quently kept our four horses
but are profitthe discing as health and give pleasure,
After
harrow.
smoothing
able as well, for they can be made to
the
smoothing
with
oVbr
once
indicated,
contribute in no small way to the farmharrow usually suffices to make a line,
er's bill of fare.
smooth, level seed bed.
Many out of the way waste places
The sweet corn is now planted in drills,
could be utilized by setting out these
three feet apart, with a horse corn plantwhat care the
of seed, and trees, vines, etc. With
er, using about eight quarts
of some farmer could easily give them, they
applying about 450 pouuds
would yield most satisfactory returns.
standard brand of phosphate per acre.
In the ca.-e of trees, once planted, but
with
twice
field
the
over
to
intend
We
go
be required to givo
comes up, little time would
corn
the
before
weeder.
the
In the
the rows the first them the necessary cultivation.
of
crosswise
going
in
should matter of raising berries, many of us
time, a few days after planting. I
various ways waste time enough to care
have said that if the ground is very dry,
before the for a berry patch of dimensions ample
or if it is lumpy, it is rolled
weed- enough to meet the demands of a good
weeder is applied. The use of the
Besides, after all, it
until the sized family.
er is continued every few days
doesn't take so very much time; it is a
cultithe
when
coru is six inches high,
little attention now and then at just the
vation is begun. We use a two-horse,
astride
right time that is needed. The strawworks
which
riding cultivator,
the
berry, raspberry, blackberry, and goose
feet,
be
by
can
guided
the row, and
Ί he berry can be raised successfully In this
com.
the
near
work
as
to
so
very
The same is true of the currant
weeder is alternated with the cultivator way.
and and grape.
in an attempt to keep a fine surface
In the matter of varieties and methods
1 he cultiprevent weeds from growing. first tune of cultivation, it is well-nigh impossible
vator is run quite deeply the
shallow as to go far astray when the agricultural
over, after that it is run as
furnish
papers and experiment stations
possible.
......
«
»
of so much literarure regarding these subThis work is continued till the last
be had
can
also
manuals
Reliable
aud
July or first of August when grass a jects.
which will teach the novice all the esclover seed is sown in the corn, using
sentials he needs to know in order to
Cohoon broadcast sower for the purpose.
the insure success. We would only add that
The seed is worked in with either
in selecting varieties it is best to choose
weeder or a diamond-toothed Iron Age
from the list of old and well tried kinds,
cultivator. If the corn (leaves and stalks)
be and in the matter of planting, give plenty
is thoroughly dry, the weeder can
its place. of room.—Cor. New England Farmer.
used, if not the cultivator takes
»
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I Chronicles
I Of Electra
Λ

φ

IN

accordance with

φ

φ

«#»

fj»

a

promise given

to Electru at breakfast time. Miss
Wagner went downstairs and entered Mrs. Barker's little sitting
room just a* the clock was striking !».
Electra. with her hat already on. stood

by the table, writing something upon
the margin of the Weekly Chronicle.
Her fort head wore a puzzled frown,
and she hesitated now and then, moving her lips in apparent perplexity and
gazing abstractedly at her pencil. Hut
she welcomed Miss Wagner with a
beaming smile and as soon as she had
written the last word folded the strip
•if paper Into squares and tucked it indifferently into lier pocket.
In her longest and most stiilly starched calico tier Electra had au air of being in full dress. It was pink—the

delicate pink that ranked next to
barred muslin itself among her
tiers—and she knew how to make it
rustle with indescribable elegance as
In almost anybody else
she walked.

pale,

the rustling and the elegance illicit
self consciousness.
have betokened
With Electra they wire but a part of
the natural development of things, n,"
more to be considered in the gv tiiT.il
scheme cf well being than dimples 01

laughter.

Λ sudden anxiety overspread her face
they went down the steps, and. with
a
murmured exclamation, which het
companion failed to understand, she
(lashed swiftly across the yard and out
of sight around the corner of the house.
The sun seemed to shine a little less
r.»

Miss Wagner
fancied that she felt a slight chilliness in the air. whereupon she stepped inside the door again, throwing her
tiiin cape over her shoulders and fastoning it at the throat with an impulse
of habitual caution.
Mrs. Barker
"Cold. Miss Wagner?"
stopped on her way from the dining
room to the cellar, her eyes resting kind-

brightly in her absence.

even

ly upon the listless ligure silhouetted

the lavish splendor of the sum"It's this entry C>es it."
mer morning.
she went on. "Most anybody '11 siiivet
in it, no matter what time of day 'tis.
I could use It for an Ice ehist an' «'one

against

ΛΤΚΙι It. 1 It'll

l'IU,

M

iw;isn

<|UIU·

»<>

public."

Y ell rs of expérience had faniilirrlxed
Mrs. Barker with nearly every phase
of the genus summer bonnier, but this
languid young woman was a new type,
not easily classified. The average oe
cupant of her best chamber, for (Sample. would have thought it only courte
ous to reply to her remarks. Miss Winner either did not listen to them at all

quite for«ot to answer.
"It's lucky for her she seems to take
to lCiectry so." Mrs. Barker soliloquized
the cellar vairs
as she descended
"She'd be mortal lonesome if she didn't
As a gen'ral thing, she ain't no better
'n a mute at a funeral when 1 try to
talk with her. an' here they two Ί!
travel off together, day in an' day out
or

like a pair o' iambs."
A moment later Electra came back,
her steps unhurried now. lier whole
An
small person radiating serenity.
ancient looking bag of Java canvas
hung upon her arm. the faded splendor
of Its embroidery brought into bold rebulging outlines. It
lief
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"lie's hid," decided Electra after η
brief intorviil of waiting.
"Squirrels
ain't no fools—whatever!
"Want to know why father called
Mis' McDaniel a blamed fool?" she
"I asked him
went on seductively.
afterwards, an' he said 'twas because
the dentist most broke his jaw haulin*

that to;>th an' he felt ugly, 'too ugly
to live,' father said. Hut I found out
for myself why he called her a blamed"—
"Please don't repeat that part. ElecI can remember it now."
tra.
You see.
"Why he called lier—it.
father's name was Noah Barker, an' it
madded him to have his 'nitials, Ν. B.,
wrote right out on the winder for everybody to read. 1 don't know's you
could blaiue him for that," wistfully.
"Mother didn't, a bit; but she said
she'd got to laugh if she was to die for
it the next minute.
"There's some more to that story.
Miss Dorothy. The rest ain't the real
story, though, come to think of it. But
that man didn't tell Mis' McDaniel the
truth.
P'r'aps you don't have to tell
the truth to a blamed"— She caught
herself up sharply. "Anyway lie didn't.
When we got to her house, there
wasn't any comp'ny there, nobody in
the world but old Nurse Perkins, an' a
mosquiter wouldn't call her comp'ny.
Lizbeth was sick abed. too. an' couldn't
'ave done for comp'py anyway, an'

there I'd got Mis' McDaniel to comb
my hair au' put on my ankle ties, all
That was the day they
for notliin'.
showed me the red baby, I remember,
an' Lizbeth's husban' made such a fuss
about welghiii' it."
She sighed with an air of retrospective melancholy.
"Father was took away after that,
but I most know 'twasn't because he
Mother says lie
was too ugly to live.
was always good as a nangel," with
another sigh. At this point her healthy
appetite suggested a diversion.
Opposite the driveway at Dr. Gor-

iiopIck

W'piisilnv

runershiiie

without

fale."

"Elvlry Gordon's hard of henrin',"
explained as she refolded it, "an'
she'd ruther read things than try to

she

listen to 'em. I went to a picnic with
her once"—she had delivered the important message to Miss Gordon and
rejoined her companion—"an' it took
me all the way to Ilackett's Crosein' to
make her understand that William Tell
'd got his paws all blacked up with
medder mud that mornin'. That was
the day she told me she was as deef's
a haddock, au' whon I got home I said
to mother if ever I went to the village
with a haddock I wouldn't tell him a
word about medder mud if I had to

keep still an'

not

speak

at all.

I didn't

ularity with which one rapid mouthful
followed auother demonstrating her
hearty concurrence in her mother's
opinion. For perhaps five minutes after
this she trudged along the narrow counside In con
try road at Miss Waguer's

Well, they
wisdom tooth hauled.
hadn't been gone no time before her
daughter Llzbeth's husban* come after
her. He said they'd got company to
home, an' she must go right back with
him at any rate. So she got ready In
an orfle hurry an' took me along with
her. But she looked out to put away
mother's eilver spoons, all six of 'em.
In the parlor stove before we etarted.
Άη' she just wrote out in great big letters," balancing herself on her toes
here and speaking with dramatic ferfor, '"Ν. B.—I've put the silver In the
stove,' an' she pinned It right up outShe did that, she
side the winder.
a

said, so mother shouldn't worry one
mite about the spoons, an' when father
saw it he called her a blamed fool·"
A little red squirrel glided past on
a stone wall and darted up into a
chestnut tree with the mysterious
grace which nature has bestowed upon
her woodland creatures. Electra watched It eagefly.

She made a low. chir-

ruping SDuud which the squirrel apparently saw tit to regard as threatening. There was a swift scurry anion;,

the branches, a sudden swirl and tint
ter of the leaves and then perfect silence.

HOOD

FARM

Condition Powders
The Best Conditioner.

as
Make horses eat, expel worms, when fed
directed, increase the milk supply in cows,
and
make stock healthy, prevent sickness
the gain,
distemper, keep young stock on
hens
make
lay.
prevent and cure indigestion,
the
By increasing the appetite and aiding
functions they
assimilative
and
digestive
the
greatest
enable all kinds of stock to get
possible benefit from feed consumed.
was run
"My horse had scratches and
I gave him Hood Farm Condition
down.
Powders and noticed a change for the betA. A. Gov·, Montpeter in a few days."
lier, Vt.
25c., 50c. and $1. A 36 lb. box
for $5. Prepared by C. I. Hood Co.,
I Lowell, Mass. For sale by P. A. ShubtI Lxrr & Co., South Parle, Me.

Sices:

America.
"
Ί live in
Ί don't,' says Electry.
Maine.' An' she kep' on snyln' so spite
of anything Eunice could do.
"
'We all live in Maine,' says Eunice
finally, 'but we live in North America
too.' An' that young one was madder

speak to him about it." She burst
roguish laugh at the recollection,

a

'u fury.
'"The state of Maine's Just —the
state of Maine.' says she. Of couise
there's lots of places in it 1 ain't never
6cen. a a' mebbo your North America's
o::e
of 'c;n. hut I guess it's somewh: res way djwn in Sagadahoc or
An* tiien she
AiJ(:r'sco;rg«n if 'tis."

sonic that was up on the kitchen shelf
In a cracked tumbler, an' so I run home
an' told Aunt Octavia somebody'd asked him for 'em an' got 'em. That was
ever so long ago, when I didn't know
any better.

"I love my Aunt Octavia dearly, but
she's queer sometimes. She don't like
dreams very well. I had a real bad
dream once when I was a little girl.
Seems as If mother didn't have father
then, but I don't know sure, for I was
such a little girl.
"But mother an' me'd been havin' a
nortle good time in the evenin', poppin'
corn an' tellin' stories an' all that, an'
she liet up my feet In front of the stove
an' said 'Two little pigs went to market' on 'em before she put me to bed,
an' then afterwards I dreamt that I
Of course I
heard mother cryin'.
thought I'd waked up. You always do
think you've waked up, don't you, Miss
Dorothy, when you get to dreamin'?
"I see mother lookin' drettle sober,
settln' down front of the bureau an'

burst o-.t laughln' as pleasant as ever.
Her tu .jilt's always over In no time."
::«■»! out of the window from
She
time to time and rpoke in a cautious
undertone.
"Tiie funniest thing I ever heard of
her say in' was one day in Subbath

school last winter. There was somethin' or other in the lesson that made
the minister nsk 'em who was the
strongest man that ever lived, an' Electry piped right up before anybody else
could speak an' called out:
"
'Tom Iteed!'
"It come so unexpected it pretty near
upset the minister, an'.every boy in the

room

begun

giggle.

to

into
dis-

playing to advantage her own teeth,
safely past the transition period and
now gleaming in even whiteness.
"When I got there. Miss Dorothy, he
didn't hare a tooth In the world, except

Is.' went on Electry.
clock, 'for the Chronicle says he's been holdin' Congress in
the holler of his hand for the last eight handlin' over some papers she took out
a
days, an' there ain't another man liviu' of a box. Then I dreamt she kissed
square thing that was kinder shet up
could do it.'
"Mr. Dennett passed over it as well In her hand an' cried an' cried, just as
I did when I cut my finger with the
as he could an' took up the next question, but some of them that was there ehoppin' knife.
"I told mother about it the next day.
will have it that the superintendent
had to get off behind the door an' She laughed at me an' said little folks
mustn't 'magiue things, an' then she
laugh it out all by himself.
"

'I'm sure he

just

as

calm's

a

went into the kitchen to stir her cram-

"I often wish her father could have

lived." ïihe went on. her kindly face b'ry sauce, as smilin' as could be. But
growing grave. "lie made a perfect just as soon as she'd got out of hearin'
idol of Electry, an' she's just his up jumped Aunt Octavia an' grabbed
It's from him she holt of my shoulder an' shook me as if
breathin' image.
gets her likin' for music, an' if there
was one thing in this world Noah
Barker M set his heart on 'twas buyin'

have
a pianner for her an' lettin her
the good of it while slit- was growin'
can't afup. Of course poor Eniellne
ford to do it now; but, after all, I don't
Hello.
know as there's a happier—
Electry! Back so soon?"
"Mother loves to swap work with
Mis' Chesley." remarked Electra, trail-

ing a great spray of goldenrod along
the path as they went out. "It don't
make lier back ache half so much, she
tells me, to wash Mis' Chesley's bakin
dishes as it does to wash lier own."
The next house was at the end of a

long stretch of rising ground which
left them somewhat breathless. It was
a pleasant looking place, with honey

drew near it.
"This is where the Burlelghs live.
Le's go right by. as
Miss Dorothy.
Mis' Burleigh s just
easy us can be.
killed a man," In an awestruck whiswant to
per, "ail' uiebbe she wouldn't
see us."

"Elcvtry'e

"Electra!"

reminiscence.
I""·

"Mother says vit tics chcupcr 'n doctors
tiny dtiy."
know then that haddocks was fishes. 1
thought they was folks. Λη* 1 don't
see yet why the poor things have to be
deef any more 'u shad or mack'ril.
"William Tell wasn't William Tell at
all then." The echo of an unfoi'Kotten
re«ret was in her voice. "He come from
Dam'riscotta, an' so I called him Dam'
riscotta till mother put her foot down
that she wouldn't feed him by any such
She said she shouldn't cared
a name.
anything about it one way or another
If he hadn't always sneaked off an' hid.
as he was wanted, but It made her
feel foolish to have folks see her dodgln' up an' down the road an' yellin'
'Dam'riscotta!' with 110 dog anywheres
In sitrht to answer her.
"I told mother once when I was tryIn' to do my sums that I just wished
Gordon was my teacher, an'

just

Elvlry

her

—

fight to tell It. to mother. I should hate
long division dreadf'ly, though, Miss
Dorothy, If 'twasn't for singiu* it, an'
Hut
even that don't bring the answer.

you'll

the canopy are you shoutin' that way
for?'
"That was worse 'n the candle, for 1
didn't know what she meant, but I told
her that the prayer said, Hollered be
thy name,' an' that was why I'd been

hollerin'.
"Then Aunt Octavia said, Ί don't
know how it strikes you, Si, but I do
b'lleve there's somethin' lackiu' Id the

off there."
They crossed the road Involuntarily
and went by the house with an air of
virtuous avoidance, but under the poplar trees beyond the barn Electra sud-

upper story.'
lie
"Uncle Silas said there wasn't,
said he'd bet a cooky 'twould come out
all right in course of time; better wait

denly halted.

"I guess I ain't never told you about

an' see.

Harry Sylvester, Miss Dorothy. He
hasn't got only one leg, but his mother
1
says he makes up for it in hands.

"I guess I went to sleep after that,
but some time—mebbe 'twas the next
day—auntie told me we'd have a secret. Then she got me to promise 1
wouldn't tell a llvin' soul about the
I said
upper story, not evQii mother.
I didn't want to tell mother; she'd feel
so bad if there was anything the mat-

can't ever see any extry ones, but of
Poor Mis'
course she'd ought to know.
Sylvester! She has things enough to
make her feel bad. Dr. Gordon says
Harry's father was poorer 'n one of

Job's cats when they first come here,
an* now he's gettin' to be a four handed
Seems as If soinethin' kept hapman.
penln' to him all the time, don't it?
Now Harry's had his leg cut off, an'
prob'ly he'll be four handed, too, before
he gets through with it. I was thinkin'
that p'raps Mis' Burleigh 'd send him
some of them drums if anybody spoke
to her about it," her frank eyes full of

ter with auntie's house. I think Uncle
Silas felt bad. too, for he kep' whistlin'
while she was maklu' me promise, an'
he said: Ί should think you'd feel like
singin* pretty small about that speech,
Tavy.' I asked Aunt Octavia about it
the
once a little while ago, an' she said
So 1
now.
upper story was all right
'tis, but I can't see a single bit

I'pose

of difference when I go there. Auntie
ain't never been very well, mother
I s pose
savs, an' she takes notions.
that's why she's always tellln' me not
to talk the boarders stone blind, an' I
never talked anybody blind in my life,
'cept p'r'aps Tropickercancer's kittens,
an' they got right ^ver it."
The intervals of fruit scented silence
Eve
began to grow more frequent. Had
have
been like Electra, Adam would
found it easy to withstand her half
hearted solicitations. Her occasional
"Don't you want a napple, too?" sounded too mechanical and perfunctory to
when
elicit even a refusal. Afterward,
canvas
she saw that the long suffering
bag went home empty. Miss Wagner
in
found it necessary to assure herself
had posia dazed sort of way that she
not eaten a single apple that

when you can sing '115 will no in <Î5' to
Old Hundred' you don't seejn to care
till
so much how many times 'twill ko
the teacher stan's you up In the corner
to do it over."
Mrs. Barker had asked them to call
at the Widow Chesley's and return a
•leeve pattern. After much hospitable

"I'm afraid you don't quite understand about the drums at Mrs. Burleigh's, dear," said Miss Wagner faintly. "Suppose we sit down here by the
brook and rest awhile."
"Everybody likes Mr. Burleigh," re
eumed Electra after according what
seemed to her sufficient time for a

graceful change

of

"I was stayiu' over to
I'tii-lo Siljis snmired

wMlu

me.' just as if mother was there. Then
the candle sputtered again, an' I began to say, 'Our Father.' They heard
me then, an' they came runnin' upstairs in a uorfle hurry, an' Aunt Oc.
tuvia says: 'You little screech owl,
What under
scare me into tits!

laughter gurgled sympathy.

mother said"
"that she should
forth unrestrained
hate to say such a thing as that before
Tropickercancer even, let alone a hunut Troplckercancrr was
man belu'.
out on the haymow watchln' for mice
when I said it. an' of course 'twas all
—

time.

man,

hrmca

ulation.
"What was the secret, Electra?" asked Miss Wagner after a moment's silence.
"Oh, yes." still looking at the water
"I was
and speaking half absently.
lonesome for mother one night after I
got into bed, an' auntie left a candle
burning, but 'twas a little bit of a one.
I said, 'Now 1 lay
an' it sputtered.

That's a queer thing,
Mis' Curtis
ain't It?
to kill
said she was a sick woman an' all
I s'pose that's how
wore out with him.
she happened to do It. Now. there's
the soldiers' home over to Togus. Likely the poor thing would 'a' been better
no

curious child, nin't »hcf"

off."
Slie threw u pebble Into the brook
and watched the widening circles on
the water with an air of retiectivo spéc-

mer In Mr. Jordan Marsh's company,
■he said. He felt sick on the train an' got
off here at the middle depot. Mr. Burleigh see him there an' brought him
home—him an' all his drums, I guess."
At this point she hesitated, but con"There
scious rectitude upbore her.
was somethlu' about a fever's runnin'.
I didn't quite get that An' then she

a

a

I was a tablecloth, an' she says. 'Don't
you never tell your mother that dream
again as long as you live an' breathe.'
There's lots of things makes her nervMother ain't never nervous," a
ous.
satisfied ripple in her voice.
"Aunt Octavia an' I had a secret
once." she went on in a gentle tlow of

"I don't kuow but mother'd tune me
for tellln' you, but she didn't say I
Mis' Curtis was talkiu' to
mustn't.
lier about It hist night. un' I set there
on the cricket studyin* ubout the arctic
circle. I almost kuow mother remembered I was there.
"Mis' Curtis told lots of things about
this mau. He was a soldier, a drum-

'gone In

It, became gradually visible through the
shower of leuves that had followed the

"scrabble."

subjects.

Spring Humors

THE OLD RELIABLE

"You've shaken the trees enough for
day. haven't you, child? Come
down now and listen to me for a minone

ute."
Electra sprang from the post in prompt
obedience.
"I've been thinking of what your
Miss
Aunt Octavla said, Electra"
Wagner was making futile efforts to
reduce the tangled hair to something
like order—"and I really don't believe
there is any need of her worrying about
the boarders. I have listened to you all
the morning, to say nothing of other
mornings that could be mentioned, and
—

I am not stone blind by any means.
On the contrary, I'm beginning to suspect that I see better from week to
week, and if that is so you must have

been my atmospheric illuminant."
The smile with which she spoke was
quizzical and merry. A sudden blithe
animation seemed to possess her.
The next few sentences Electra lost
entirely. With her eyes bent upon the
she was struggling with the

ground

two mysterious words that hud caught
and ubsorbed her attention, words that
a sure Instinct told her she was not
likely to hear again, "At mospheric
ill-illu—; atmospheric"—
And then .Miss Wagner's voice destroyed forever the possibility of fitting
those fascinating but elusive syllables
Into the mosaic of her vocabulary.
"So the new piano will come next
week, Electra," the voice was saying,
witli the same unfamiliar buoyancy in
Its tones, "and It's going to be your

very—precious—little—own."

The ardent joyousncss of Electra's
smile rivaled the sunlight which flooded the dining room that noon. It had
lost none of Its radiance when, having
disposed of two heaping platcfuls of
chicken and baked potatoes, followed

In duo course by "green apple pie. new
cheese and coffee," she laid down her
knife and fork with a sigh of perfect
satisfaction.
"I'm so happy I can't eat another
mouthful," she said apologetically. "I
guess I'll go out and tell

Tropieker·

cancer."
Standing by the window, Miss Wag
ner saw her cross the yard with rapid
steps in the direction of the barn. Hefore its open door she paused In momentary indecision, then turned and
with a hop. skip and Jump,
ran,
straight toward the farthest corner of
the orchard, where the New York pippins grew.

said: Ί reckon poor Mis' Burleigh's
done It now for herself. She's took all
the care of that Mr. Smith for two
mortal weeks, an' now see how It's
He wanted to be h'isted
turned out.
up in bed this mornin', Mr. Burleigh
said, after she'd given him his medicine, an' she went an' put her hand under the back of his head, an' he was

close range, and before the front gate
had fairly clicked behind them Electra
drew from it a mellow, richly tinted apple. streaked here and there with vivid
crimson by the August sun.
"Mother says vittles cheaper 'n doctors any day." she announced, with serious wisdom, as she tasted it. the regat

conversation.
"See that brown house over acrost
the field. «Miss DorothyV Mis' McDaulel lives over there. Father called lier
I guess you'd like
a blamed fool once.
to hear about that." her gray eyes folof
lowing the closely bitten fragment
a
apple core that was Just describing
prolonged curve over the fence.
"She come over to stay with me one
time so mother could go down to the
Center with father. He'd got to have

give you his eyeteeth if you asked for
'em. I never quite believed It when she
said it, but I went over there once to
do an errand, an' I was plannin' to

don's. Electra fumbled in her pocket
for the torn margin of the Weekly
Chronicle and held it up for inspection. suckle vines around the open front door
It bore this announcement, written in und fragrant, old fashioned llower beds
au unformed, childish hand, "The sow- in the garden.
Electra began to speak
In' serkel's goiu' to bee at ower house in a low and confidential tone as they

by significantly
forth a tempting orchard fragrance

tented silence, her feet raising clouds
of yellow dust rflat obscured at inter
Yals her sturdy little shoes and home
knit openwork stockings. At the end
of that time she launched briskly into

"Aunt Oct»via used to say that he'd

about it 'Twasn't any time ago hardly that Electry got all wrought 6p because Eunice told her she lived Id North
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Hurried (he Work.
The owner of a brewery In England
began the construction of a new cellar
at a late period of the year; hut. to his
great annoyance, very little progress
was made with the excavations not
withstanding the large number of workAll at once, however,
men employed.
a spirit of wild enthusiasm seemed to
come over the men. and they now worked with unflagging Industry from the
first streak of dawn till late in the evening. When the ground had been excavated to a sufficient depth, they had almost to be prevented by main force
from penetrating still deeper into the
loll, and they departed with sadness

from the scene of their activity.
The brewer rubbed his hands with
delight. What was the solution of the
riddle? He had placed in un old earthenware pot, corroded with salt, a strip
of parchment, on which he had written
the following words in an antiquated
hand: "Moche money lyeth here below.
Whosoever tindeth ytt maye kepe ytt."
He then covered the vessel with η
weather worn piece of slate and buried
It In a spot where the workmen would

find It the next day.

Looking Ahead.
"I have been thinking," remarked u
thoughtful looking man to a chance acquaintance—"! have been thinking
what I shall put my boy to when he is

old enough.
"At present I am a little uncertain
whether it would not be wise to let
him finish his education in Germany,
so that he might have the advantage
of a continental training and the
chances of acquiring another language
Otherwise I should
besides his own.
probably send him to some technical
school here, for I um a great believer
in'handicrafts. My wife talks of givhim a university education, but I

ing

don't know. It rather unlits a fellow
for anything but a professional career,
and they say that ail the professions
are

overcrowded."

The other man agreed.
"Better let him learn a good trade,"
"electrical engineering or
he said
something of that kind. I>ut, by the
way, how old is he?"
"Well." replied the anxious parent,
"I'm Icoking ahead a little, of course—
he's three months old today."
—

"Your iirst, 1 suppose."
"Ye-es."

"1 thought so." said the other man
as he walked off with a superior suiile.
AlmoHt

a

Ontury Plnnt.

Minister (to one of his members, a
venerable old gardener)—You have
reached α great age, John.
John—'Deed ha'e I, sir. for gin I
leeve till the 11th of next month I'll be
en octageranium.—Glasgow Timee.
The I'roper Mlutlle.

Judge—And what did you do to curb
his passion?
Prisoner-Ilit him with η piece of
curbstone.—Town and County.

Έτα®

Like the running brook, the
red blood that flows through
the veins has to come from

somewhere.

POWDER

Absolutely Pure
THERE 15 NO SUBSTITUTE
WHEN STARCH WAS NEW.
It laed

to

II? Mailt* In Colora So
Tint the Fabric.

M

to

"A package of starch?" asked the intelligent anil lea rut* I grocer, and ae be
wrapped the package up lie talked.
"Starch originated," he said, "In
Flanders. It was introduced Into Englard, with the big ruff, in the time of
Queèn Elizabeth. It was like our starch
of today, except that it was made in
colors— red. yellow, green, blue. The
effect of this was to tint delicately the

white linen to which the starch might
be applied.
"Before Queen Elizabeth's time ruffles and ruffs were made of fine holland, which required no stiffening.
Then the ruffs of cambric came, and
these must of necessity be starched."
The grocer, consulting his memorandum book. rcsuuiMl:
"It is recorded that "when the quceu
had ruffs made of huvn and cambric
for her own princely wearing there was
none in England could tell how to
starch them; but the queen made special means for some women that could
starch, and Mrs. (»ullham. wife of the
royal coachman, was the tirst starch-

er.'
"In l.MW a Flanders woman, Frau
Van der IMasse. came to Loudon and
established there a school for the
teaching of starching. The school succeeded. The Flanders frau got rich.
She charged £."> a lesson and an extra
2iJ shillings for a recipe for the making
of starch out of wheat flour, bran and
roots.

"Yellow was the most fashionable
color In starch among the nobility. The
Puritans used blue starch, though at
first they had been against the stuff altogether. dubbing It 'u certaine kinde of
liquide matter which they call starch,
wherein the devil bath willed them to
wash and dive tlielr ruffe»», which,
when they be dry, will then stand stiffe

and inflexible alwiut their necks.'
"Starch is made from wheat, corn
and potatoes, and starving inen have
often subsisted on it, flndlng it nourishing, though not tasty."—liondon

Graphic.

DRESDEN CHINA.
Flrat

OITcrrd

For

Sul«*

at

the F»if

I,ri|>*l<> In 1721.
Dresden cliitin begun its retail at the
fair of Leipslc, 1721, where It was offered for public sale for tlie tlrst time.
It has had three periods—King's, Mur·
coline and modern—and for all around
use It continuée to be the most popular
of

of this day.
The factory marks traced on the bottom of each piece vary according to the
period—the oldest (King's) being the
monogram A. It. and the wand of JSiculapius. The familiar crossed sword*,
with the dot or circle between the handles, were tlrst used in 1721, and the
star took the place of the dot in the
Mareoline period. The modem mark 1»
the simple crossed swords, sometimes
accompanied by letters and numbers.
Although the methods of work are
still Jealously guarded In all factories,
the essentials are an open secret, and
the following rough outline may satisware

fy the lazily curious: The ingredients
of porcelain are kaolin feldspar, sand
and selenlte. These are ground line and
mixed in Uniewuter. The paste is then
mo!dt>d into forms and tired in an oven
of moderate beat. When taken out It
Is in un opaque state and Is then dipped
in the glaze, which is feldspar ground
tine, with a little alkali. It is now subjected to a tiring of great heat, which
results in the beautiful polished surface so familiar the world over.
This second tiring is attended with
risk, for if the piece is allowed to remain beyond the exact proper moment
the whole uielt-s together and is ruined.
How

ii

Ulan» Kye Acta.

A glass eye has never so free u range
of movement as the real one, and when
the owner turns his eyes strongly in
any direction the glass eye lags behind
the other, so producing a squint. Then
the pupil of the glass eye is of course
of a fixed size, while the uatural pupil
dilutes and contracts not only with
varying amounts of light, but with
varying emotions. Then again the
white of the eye varies In tint greatly
from day to day, being slightly bloodshot during headaches and yellow during bilious attacks. The differences in
color between the two eyes caused by
these changes are even more easily noticed than the differences in the pupils.
The C'amel'a Bite.

The camel alone of all ruminants has
Incisor t< eth in the upper Jaw, which,
with the peculiar structure of his other
teeth, make his bite, the animal's tlrst
and main defense, most formidable.
The skeleton of the camel is full ot
proofs of design. Notice, for example,
the arched backbone, constructed In
such a way as to sustain the greatest
weight in proportion to the span of the
supports. A strong camel can bear a
thousand pounds weight, although the
usual load in Yemen is not more than

The springs of red blood are
found in the soft core of the
bones called the marrow and
some
that tired feeling, fits of biliousness,
say red blood also comes 600 pounds.
the
from
headache.
and
spleen. Healthy bone How * Boy Explained a Parable.
indigestion
and healthy spleen
reThere is no saying bow the average
marrow
The sooner one gets rid of them the
entreaty Miss Wagner consented to
tively
small boy sometimes regards religious
main there for a half hour and partake better, and the way to get rid of them morning.
are full of fat.
truth. A London paper records that the
of what her hostess termed "a sociable and to baild up the system that has
It was with a sensation akin to terror
Scott's Emulsion makes new son of a well known bishop being
Electra, with a warm
little snack."
she detected Indications of hunger
that
to
is
take
them
suffered from
blood by feeding the bone asked to explain the meaning of the
doughnut in either hand, wandered out
in Electra on the way home.
of the grain of mustard seed
into the yard. They saw her soon after
"Mother told me we was goin' to have marrow and the spleen with parable
Hood's
"It means that a little retigtoo
under the elm tree beside the shed, j
gtewed chicken for dinner, an' toast the richest of all fats, the pure replied,
that
goes a long way, and those who have
turning the heavy grindstone with timwith lots of gravy on it," began
and Pills
oil.
liver
the least of It here «111 be highest In
cod
id rapture. A little later Miss Wagner
young person hopefully.
the
combination
in
the
calico
kingdom of heaven."—Leslie's
of
stone
Spring
post
the
Forming
and
pink
a
glimpse
great
For pale school girls
caught fleeting
She was climbing
Weekly.
at the farthest corner of the barn. Then Medicine par excellence, of unequalled under the Osborne maple» now, and her
all
whose
for
and
invalids
it flitted down the hill, in and out strength in purifying the blood aa next words fluttered downward with
Not Danceroaa.
blood is thin and pale, Scott's
through the tall grass, und disappeared shown
radical and per- soft, uneven emphasis.
"I hear you want to sell your dog,
unequalled,
by
Emulsion is a pleasant and rich Pat They tell me he has a pedigree.**
for a time altogether.
"We're goln' to have green apple pie,
mancnt cures of
coffee. Now,
"Electry's a curious child, ain't she?"
too, an' new cheese an'
It not only feeds
food.
blood
"Shure, an' Oi tdver noticed It sor.
Salt Rheum
commented Mrs. Chesley, sipping a lit- Scrofula
look out for leaves when I scrabble,"
he's nothin' but a puppy ytt,
and the blood-making organs but Anyhow,
"You couldn't Scald Head
the
on
post
Je tea for courtesy.
herself
securely
PI
m
pi·* poising
Boll·,
an' Ol'm thinkin' as how he'll be afther
her,
know
the
didn't
If
attack
do
to
upon
believe,
you
a
them
hardly
vigorous
beginning
strength
All Kind· of Humor Psoriasis
gives
outgrowiu' It sor."—Glasgow Times.
the funny things she'll say when she Blood
lower branches of the maples.
Rheumatism
their proper work.
Poisoning
Come to most people and cause many
troubles,—pimples, boils and other
eruptions, besides lose of appetite,

Sarsaparilla

gets to goin'."
Catarrh
Dyspepsia, Ε to
Miss Wagner wisely held her peace.
no substitute, but be sore to
school
the
Accept
Eunice
keeps
"My daughter
less
lit Hood's, and get it today»
here, au' she tells me more or

••Electra," said Miss Wagner sudden-

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNB, Chemists.
Her rosy little 409415 Pear» Street,
New York,
;
juc. audfi.ou; alt druggists.
curls blown across

moment later.
••Yes, Miss Dorothy."

!

ly

ι

face, with tangled

a

There is no man easier to deeelve
than he who has hopes, for he aids In
his own deceit.—Bossuet.
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Job I'kivting —New tvpe, fast presse», steam
power, experienced workmen and low price»
combine to make this <tepartment of our business complete an<t popular.

Coming Events.
May 5.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Hebron.
Λ.—Oxford County teachers' convention,
May
Oxford.

Fast
FKOCLAMATION

Day.
BÏ THE

GOVERNOR.

In ac<- planet with tne custom which ha*
prevailed -.luce the time of the Pilgrim», with the
advice of the Executive Council, 1 hereby
designate TU CKSDΛ Y, THE TW KNT Y-TH1 Rt>
DAY OK A PHI I., Instant, as East
Day.
t'pon this day let all unnecessary labor lie
suspended and In deference to the purpose for
which It whs founded, let It e
properly observed
and respe· ted throughout the entire state
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
first day of April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and three, and of the
Independence of the I'nlted States of America
the >>ne hundred and twenty seventh.
By the Governor:
JOHN E. HILL.
Byron Bo*i>, Secretary of State.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Harness and Hune Collar».

Spring Suits.
Good Fishing.

Fit and Satl-faction.
Patent Leather Shoe».
Wanted.
Improved Maine Creamery Cans.
Boot and Shoe Repairing,
salesmen Wanted
Boys Who Make Money.

Digging the Panama Ditch.
(•SEAT

UNDERTAKING
LIONS UA VΚ

ON

WHICH MIL-

BEEN SPENT.

It is almost 20 years since the first
French company attempted to build the
canal across the Isthmus of l'-tnama
which the United States government is
now to complete.
At that time, writes
Frederick J. Haskin in the Chicago
(,'hrouicle. the attack ·>η the mountain of
Culebra was commenced and, although
the work of demolishing this great harrier to the unity of the oceans has been
progressing almost constantly ever since,
the mountain has right manfully resisted
the onslaughts of its destroyers. Thousands of men have joined in the task of
scratching it. picking it to pieces and
carrying it away. They have torn an
awful gash in its side and, although it is
scarred deep by the toil of its
oppressors,
it is still holding out against them. This
battle between man and the barrier that
(»oil put up to mark the
separation of
the seas lias been a costly one
by every
count. Alongside the ragged ditch there
is a burying ground which holds 3,000
graves, which, together with the millions of good French gold that have been
dumped into it, bear solemn testimony
to the obstinacy of the mountain.
The war upon Culebra has developed
into a weary siege. Over o.OOO people
are camped on the bauk of the cut.
The
thunder of huge blasts of dynamite rolls

heavily through tliesuriounding gulches
if a mighty army was advancing
upon
a foe; busy little engines rush back and
forth like orderlies bearing messages,

as

and in the awful heat of the ditch are
the diggers, who, like privates, bear the
brunt of the fray.
Their half-naked
bodies glisten with sweat as they toll iu
the blistering,
withering heat, while
over them is the mountain, trembling
from
their feeble blows, but
slightly

West

Buckfield.

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

ESTABLISHED M».

Allen Irish is at
Bath,
owing to illness.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU
Carroll Mason, who has been very sick,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
is favorably reported.
Mrs. Emma Trask has been called to
Paris Hill.
Peru, owing to the death of her brother,
Wm. Trask.
F. A. and Mrs. Taylor have arrived
Klrnt Baptist Church, Rev. Η. Η. Bishop,
Pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 Α. M from Massachusetts, and are stopping
M.
30
P.
School
at
*2
M.
R.
at
2
Junior
C.
>uii'lay
with Mrs. Hersey, the mother of Mrs.
Sabbath Evening Service at 7 30 p. m. Y. P. S.
C E. We<lnesdav evening at 7:30 p. M.
Prayer Taylor.
Thursday
30.
Covenant
The remains of Mrs. Flora Young,
Meeting
evening at 7
Meeting the last Frt 'ay before the let Sunday widow of Otis
Young, were brought
of the month at 2 30 p. M.
All not otherwise confrom Mechanic Falls and interred by the
nected are cordially Invited.
I'alvrrtallst Cbun-o, Kev. J. H. Little. Pastor. side of her husband at Bucktield cemePreaching service every Sunday at 11 A. M. tery.
Suntlay School at 12 M.
My peas that commenced to break
Charlotte F. Hammond, M. D., arrived ground in March, like the Turner elechere last week, and is making prepara- trics, are waiting for a promoter.
tions to open The Beeches for the sumMorrill A Cole are to add meats to
mer.
She anticipates a good season their business.
there.
An engine left the track at this place
On Tuesday morning at 8 o'clock the the 13th iust. It was the afternoon down
committee on repairs are requested to freight, and it took until about 9 o'clock
meet at the Baptist church to get ready the next day to get it back.
Damage
for the carpeuter. All who own or oc- nominal.
take
come
and
to
are
The
turned
women
out
Tuesday and
urged
cupy pews
Those who cleancd the M. E. parsonage.
care of his or her property.
The Baptist people served a dinner at
cannot come are expected to pay a small
sum to furnish help to do the work.
their vestry Tuesday.
Miss Far well of Boston is a guest at
Nine can makers turn out about 100
cans per hour.
Maj. Brinckle's.
the
One candidate was baptized at
The citizens have recently got together
Sunday morning service at the Baptist and organized a tire company with Barchurch.
rett Spauldihg clerk, Horace Murch
There will be a meeting of the Unity foreman, G. W. Tilton first assistant, F.
Club at the school house Friday evening, R. Dyer second assistant.
at 7 :30 o'clock. This is for the annual
Now for a little experience of the
election of officers and other business. practical workings of our system—First,
a village corporation has caused more
Hope all will attend this meeting.
Sec.
buss ism and profanity than anything
A good house greeted the performance we can name; even some of a "clerical"
of the drama Messmates," by the class mein may have thought mill-dam beof 1903 of Paris Uigh School, at Academy fore now.
Hall. Friday evening. A dance followed,
The next thing was a hand-tub to
with music by Stearns' Orchestra, and lower our rates of insurance. This was
The obtained and stored within about fifteen
ice cream and cake were sold.
affair was under the auspices of the feet of my shop, on which I was paying
l'aris Hill Base Ball Club, and in spite 2 per cent a year to have it insured. Imof necessarily large expenses, several mediately after my insurance was raised
dollars was netted.
Later it dropped to about
to 4 per cent.
Miss Ethel Houghton was here from 2 1-2 per cent. It is advanced again to
Wilton over Sunday.
Will the
$3.44 per hundred dollars.
Mr. Brown and family will sail from formation of a fire company advance it
the Bermudas Thursday of this week, to 5 per cent? When I had to pay 1 per
ami expect to arrive here about the first cent aunually on store and goods it was
of May.
considered quite heavy, but alas for
Mr. and Mrs. Case are expected some present conditions. For more than forty
time this week, and will stay two or years I have kept my effects insured,
three weeks at Long Look Farm.
and do not care to etop in my old age.
The Uuiversalist Circle entertainments but, had the young man better go and
will be resumed for the season next do likewise, or insure his own? One
week.
great trouble is over-insurance.
Loren B. Merrill is on a trip to Boston.
Mrs. Mary P. Hall of South Paris
spent Sunday with the family of her
Mrs. Margery Lowell Leavitt died on
brother, O. A. Thayer.
Wednesday, April S, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. George L. Damon, MassaAndover.
chusetts Avenue, Cambridge,
Mass.
Cold and backward spring. A veritaMrs. Leavitt was a native of this towu,
ble snow storm to-day.
and was born on January S, 1809, her
N'oble Small h;ts returned from a visit
parents being Jonathan Record, Jr., and
to his childreu in Massachusetts and
Phebe (Irish) Record, both of whom
Connecticut with whom he has spent the
were born in this town.
Her paternal
winter.
was a veteran of the RevoluSchools in town began Monday except grandfather
tionary War. and died at the age of 105
>ίοβ. 4 and Ô.
She received her early education
Faster services were grand. The con- years.
iiere in her home town, and the father of
cert in the eveuing did credit to the
Kx-Governor John D. Long was one of
children.
her teachers. She married Xehemiah
Andrew Francis moves into the new
Leavitt, a son of a Methodist clergyman
house of Dr. Emerson.
who established a township in Aroostook
The Barnes boys have removed the
County, known as Leavitt township,
old ice house from in front of the church
which is now called Smyrna. Mr. and
which has been an eyesore for so manyMrs. Leavitt moved to that township
years.
and lived there seven years, at the end
The honey eat at the new church was
of which time the former died. There
a sweet time.
were then three children (sons), but
shortly after the death of Mr. Leavitt,
Newry.
Aroline E. Leavitt, now Mrs. George L.
Miss Rawlings, of Bethel, a visitor in
Damon, was born. Mrs. Leavitt moved
the family of Ralph Kilgore, suffered a
to Bucksport shortly after this, and subsevere and painful accident a few nights
to Stoughton, Mass.. where her
ago.
Ascending the stairs to her room sequently
children were educated. Mr, Damon was
with a glass of water in her hand, she
a resident of Stoughton. and it was there
fell to the bottom, breaking the glass
that his marriage took place. A few
which cut her hand making a terrible
afterward the family moved to
wound. A doctor from Bethel was years
Cambridge, where Mr. Damon establishhastily summoned, who etherized her, ed his safe
manufacturing concern (which
and dressed the wound, taking eight
failed a short time ago as a result of the
stitches in the process. I do not know
failure of the Central National Bank, of
if she suffered other injuries, but hear
Boston). Mrs. Leavitt made her home
she is comfortable.
with the Damons. Her death was the
The birch mill at Newry Corner startresult of old a<;e. She was in fine
ed up with a full crew last week.
condition up to within a few
Mr. Congdon is attending conference physical
but of late had steadily declined.
at Bridgtoo Centre.
His wife is visiting years,
She is survived by one son and a daugh«ii
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:haracters:
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pany

began excavating they

were

feet above sea level and they went down
feet. The new company lias
onlv
gone from 200 down to 120 feet from sea
level. The new company has made a
very creditable showing. Instead of luring labor by the day the work has been
triven out in tasks and better results have
Wen obtained for a third of what the
first company paid. The men who are
now operating the works say that 0,000
laborers can be put in the cut and that
this number ought to complete the task
in five years. The new company has
spent about «13,000,000 and nearly all of
this sum has goue into actual work,
purchased very little machinery.
SQUANDERED MILLIONS.

West Lovell—M re I». W. Nichols.
Slab City—Miss Krnllv Irish.
North Lovell—Olive Beuton.

Owen C. Eastmau is building a sumcottage on his land near the shore
of Upper Keazar Pond.
E. W. Stanley has bought the tield of
W. H. Keniston, near the Whitcher
Hutcbins road.
The selectmen bought a pair of οχι η
for the town farm of Albert Kimball.
mer

Kumford.
Pearl Martin of Oxford was in
town last week visiting friends.
Charlie Virgin is at home from Greenwood, where he has been working for
Mr. Willis.
Eugene Barker of Auburn is selling
Mr.

The old company squandered about
4300 000,000 and no conception ot its wagons.
gigantic and prodigal expenditures can It is said that Mr. Virgin has bought a
be had until one goes over the proposed new wagon.
Mr. Ned Martin is repairing the inIt is about 4. miles
route of the canal.
from Colon to Panama by the railroad terior of the Howe house.
and it parallels the canal route most of
Mary Abbott is teaching school at Abthe way. From the car window there bott's Mills.

be" *een hundreds of engines, some
standing in sheds and others out in the
open, almost hidden by the dense tropical growth. The company brought to
can

the isthmus 500 locomotives, many of
which stand where they were u η loaded
without a fire ever having been built in
them there are 2,000 oars standing m
long strings on sidetracks with vinesι an
creepers running over them and their
wheels and trucks lost to view id arank
srrowth of vegetation; there are 25 S)0ton dredges, which cost *20,000 each
that are anchored in various places «long
the canal or sunk in the mud of the
sloughs. On account of long exposure
to the action of salt water and tropical
rains these costly machines are absolutely worthless except for old iron. The
waste of money was simply appalling.
In the daytime the bleached forms ο
these old dredges, standing out against
the bank of green that surrounds them,
look like monster skeletons or in the
nii?ht like huge ghosts keeping watch
of the jungle. Scores
over the
upon scores of sheds are passed in which
there are piled tons and tons of machinery loug since fallen a prey to rust and

soUtaS·

""ut»1 difficult

East Bethel.
Eugene

Bean visited Berlin, Ν.

H.,

last week.
Mrs. Millie Clark is visiting relatives
in Sanford.
George F. Rich and two sons from Berlin, X. IL, visited relatives here last
week.
Miss Helen Bartlett has sold her house
in this place to Mrs. Etta Bean.
Mr. George Swan has sold the Perry
farm in this place to Mr. J. M. Kenniston.
It will be occupied by Charles Reed and

family.

"When April l>|0ws his horn,
'Tie good for both hay and corn."

North Paris.

Hudson Knight of South Paris

visiting

was

at A. R. Tuell's last week.
Kenneth and Leonard McGinnis were
in the place last week. They go to Boston to look for work.
William Suckles called on friends here
last week.
W. W. Dunham and wife made a business trip to Lewiston recently.

estimate the value of
April 25 will be ladies' day at West
the work done on the canal aside from Paris Grange, and the ladies are to
furnish a ûrat class programme; it is
wtiat has been accomplished at
From the Pacific side about eight miles also expected to confer the tirst and
second
has been dug, and on the Atlantic side
degrees on that day.
Mrs. Mel Dunham is quite sick with
about 15 miles, but both channels have
tilled with sand and mud to such an ex pneumonia; Mrs. Caroline Marshall is
tent that nothing but a small 8t«a™ caring for her, and her daughters, Mrs.
launch drawing thrfe or four
Angie Bobbins and Mrs. Maud Day, have
also been with her part of the time.
water can doat in them.
seems to think that the United States
Perley Crawford has a very bad hand
will get a bargain when it takes over the caused by getting cold in a blister. Dr.
Wheeler lanced it letting out a quantity
canal at *40,000,000.—Saturday Globe.
of pus and it is now doing better.
Frank Littlehale is working in KetchJohn Drew, the actor, is a famous
fisherman, and while in Bangor put in a iim, Riley Plantation.
Marcellus Littlehale has been visiting
day at the salmon pool. He had no
luck, however, which is probably ac- lis brother, A. D. Littlehale, a few days,
Prentiss Library meeting April 28, at
counted for by the fact that it was Easter
L p. mm to elect officer·.
Sunday.
to

^^ra.

fee^of
Everybody

are

gaining slowly.

Mr. and Mrs. Ε. M. Glover and Mm.
Howe went to Mechanic Falls Thursday
to the funeral of Mr. Judson Bucknam,
son of the late J. A. Bucknam.

About 50 members of the Hebron AcadAlumni Association of Boston
held a dinner at Hotel Brunswick, that
city, Friday evening, April 10, Emery B.
Gibbs acting as toastmaster. The following toasts were responded to: "Hebron
ot Todav," W. E. Sargent, principal of
the academy; uThe Old Academy vs. the
New High School," Prentiss Cuinmings;
"The Opportunities for the Culture of
Religious Life at Hebron," Rev. A. R.
Crane; "Hebron in the Eighties," Rev. A.
Ρ Wedge; "Hebron in the Nineties,"
Rev. Fred Peaks. The guests of the
evening were Mrs. Sturtevant, Mrs. Fobs,
Miss Phillips, Dr. Colby and Charles L.
emv

complaints of

Peru.
Rockemeka Grange has begun building
its new hall. James Gowell of West
Peru has charge of the work. The
Grangers are to have a bee the first fine
day to board the hall.
The Peru Dramatic Club played the
irama, "Tompkins' Hired Man," to a
full house with great success, on the
night of April 10, and finished off with a
lance.
Mrs. Charles Skillings of Turner is
risiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W.

Knight.

Rev. W. W. Carver of Canton is movng into A. A. Babb's house.
W. H. Conant of East Livermore visiton
the
! id5th.his brother, J. E. Conant,
ffm. Trask died on the 10th.

Mr.

Brownfleld.
John Sands' house

was

The

spring term

of school

begins

SPA° J. Haskell
goods.
Mrs. Dolly

new

is

tilling

his store with

Ann Mills is gradually recovering from her recent illness.
Next Thursday is a day for fasting and
prayer, not for feasting and frolic.
E. Payson Philbrook and youngest
daughter have gone to Gorham, Ν. H.,
to work*
Percy O'Brien plowed four acres of
land for Γ,. 1). Grover Tuesday, with one
team, in less than ten hours.
Mrs. Mary L. Masou has been quite
dek, but under the treatment of Dr. J.
Twaddle is rapidly recovering.
N. W. Bennett of Albany has moved
to the Osgood Brown farm, which was
recently sold bv G. D. Morrill to John
liean of Hastings.
Driving loge on small streams is slow
business this spring, and much pulpkvood is now drying on the banks of
Pleasant river, where it was thrown by
high water in March.
Hiram.

The 15th of April always reminds me
>f the snow fall of 18 inches on that date
η 1852.
Mr. Frank W. Kimball of Bridgton
risited friends in his native town last

Denmark.

burnt I

|

Mr Dan Johnson has bought the late
•ernando Witham place of Mrs. Ada Mclauley and will move into the same in a
ay or two.
The surveyors are busy on the loge m
loose Brook.
Mr. Fred Sanborn, while working on
is new mill, fell through the floor, a
istance of 12 feet, striking on the ledge
elow. Although no bones were broken
e was pretty well shaken «Ρ·
Mr Steve Jewett, of Manchester, N.
[., made a short trip to this place WedBsd&v
Miss Ruth Sanborn is in Boston vieitig friends for a short time.
Mr. Fernando Witham Is building a

ί Saturday forenoon. Some of the furni·
1 ure was saved.
Easter services at the Congregational
Thel
< hurch, concert in the evening.
< hurch was beautifully decorated with
and
flowers.
I lants
A cold heavy rain storm to-day,
c ay).
Everybody is shivering.
A good many in town are sick with I
c olds and coughs.
J. L. Frink has gone to Boston on I
'li xge hen
1 usine*!.

[

(Thurs-1

here.

hooie, 15 ζ 40.

Elden Hall

was

very

J

Cartridge, April 22.
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without

a

murmur

or

He wants you to buy It of us. Why?
Because he is sure of getting the latent

LfttlE GIANT

styles

and fabrics and what is

they
buy only

Because

to him.

3 PIECE SUIT

durable,

as we

making

Norfolk

or

3-piece, $5 and

wrong yet.

PdrticuWIydiil

"The Widow Jones"
make is well known to our

tomers, ?2, ·$}, Ç4, $·">.
Other makes $1.50 to $β.

ONLÏ

selling The
Saturday Evening
Post.

Some make
much as $10.00
and $15.00 a week.

boy

cus-

We do not forget·the boys in our Furnishing! Department; always ',ave wmething for them in SHIRTS, COLLARS,
TIES, CAPS.

B*

MINER. & BEAL. Boston

We have

as

price $3.50,

who

$5

to $12.

NORWAY.

PARIS.

a

lot of Men's Ox Blood

shoes—Fitzu—good style, regular
$2.50. Also a lot of Men's
$1.50. We want you to see them.

them out for

closing
regular price $3.00,

we are

Russet shoes,

reads this can do

the

IIa?e

sold them for years, never had one go

Men's $3.50 [ace Shoes for $2.50.

money in

Any boy

the beet makes.

Little Giant Suits,

/\[ohg$TApu
OWOOL

M*NUfACTURCO

becoming

strong and

are

We are agents for and sell a great many

cut

SOyTH

their spare time

for

same.

DO

WE
Ν A DAINTY little booklet, which
we will send to any hoy free, the
most successful of our boy anentstell
in their own way just how they have
made a success of selling

I

The

of Livermore is

complaint.

New Suit!

a

F. H. NOYES CO.,

In various parts
of the country are

Yours

Saturday

Ε. Ν

Evening Post

REPAIRING.

truly,

SMILEY

SHOE

NORWAY,

SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
Telephone

There are many stories of real busiPictures of the boys are
ness tact.
given. Send for this booklet and we
will forward with it full information
No
how you can begin this work.
mooey required to start. We will send
Ten Copies of the magazine the first
week free. Write to-day.

Memoriam.

112-:{.

STORE,
MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Residence 112-12.

The Curtis Publishing Company
480 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

At

length, when her summons came, she
exclaimed; "Mamma, please take me in
and
your arms," and in the same hour

minute of the morning that she was
born, a quarter of a century before,
"Softly and swiftly like a shadow thrown
from some passing cloud, death fell upon
her." The pure and beautiful life,
around which fond memory will ever
love to linger, had no shadow and no
stain, and her pleasant disposition and
gentle manners won the friendship of
all who knew her. Like the gradual unfolding of the lily from its budding
promise to the richness anil fragrance
of its bloom, so her Christian character
developed from childhood to womanhood
diffusingits quiet influence in the home,
the Sabbath School, the Pythian Sisterhood, and other circles in which she was
zealous and valued member. She
a
graduated with high rank at Parsonstield
Seminary in 1807. and taught thirteeu
terms, in which she evinced rare tact
and ability. Her remains were brought
to Kezar Falls, in Porter, where she hail
always resided until two years ago. The
Pythian Sisterhood attended the funeral
in a body, and the profusion of flowers,
that her
and falling tears showed
iife had been very dear to the large
audience assembled. It was fitting that
the burial should be on Easter Sunday,
when all hearts were up lifted with a
tender and fadeless faith, to Ilim, who
has said:—"lam the Resurrection and
the Life." "Rest, loved one, rest, for
the beat of thy loving heart is still."
Li.kwkllyx A. Wadswobth.
Hiram.

DO YOU WANT STEADY

Rosemary

uiay have just as good
:is the other fellow, but
if he tells the public about his
ability to do better for them thau
You

IIOW TO WARI) OFF

AN

ATTACK

OF RHEUMATISM.
"For years when spring time came on
and I went into gardening, I was sure to
have au attack of rheumatism and every
attack was more severe than the preceding one," says Josie McDonald, of Man,
Logan County, West Virginia. "I tried
everything with no relief whatever, until
I procured a bottle of Chamberlain's
Pain Balm, and the first application gave
me ease, and before the first bottle was
used I folt like a new person. Now 1
feel that I am cured, but I always keep a
bottle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm in the
house, and when I feel any symptoms of
a return I soon drive it away with one
liniment."
or two applications of this
For salo by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
South Paris; Stevens, Oxfftrd; Noyes

Drug Store, Norway.

Λ Ν AGGRAVATING COUGH CURED.
A customer of ours who had been suffering from a severe cough for six
months, bought two bottles of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy from us and
was entirely cured by one and a half
bottles of it. It gives perfect satisfaction with our trade.—Haynes-Parker ά
So., Liueville, Ala. For sale by Shurteff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris;

Stevens, Oxford;
Norway.

Noyes Drug

Store,

Chamberlain's
The best
physic.
Easy to
Uomach and Liver Tablets.
j ake; pleasant in effect. For sale by
Shurtleff 4 Co., E. P. Parlin, South

Boot and Shoe

Noyes Drug

Repairing.

I have established a repair shop at J. F. i'lumler's store. All kind· of repairs on

t

nd

Tell people why It Is to tholr
advantage to trade with you.
Tell them convincingly and
keep telling them.

—Chicago Dry Goods Reporter.
Tlie

South Paris, Maine.

driMvlniar

ud. 1m
tlon.
the

power

of

am

Kiiiitffd 1>>' Ita elreula-

The New-York

If you want to rencb
awe tlila puper.

people,

Tri-Weekly Tribune

NOTICE.
The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been <I ti I ν appointed executors of the
last will anil testament of
JENNETTE I.. ATWOOD, late of BurkfleM.ln
the County of Oxford, deceased. ΛII persona hav·
niif demands against the estate of said deceased
re dedred to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make
< arment Immediate!·.·
KIM (5 M.I. C. ATWOOD.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD.
Feb. 17th, It*».

Bankrupt's

Petition for

I η the matter of
Milton E. Wilkinson,

Bankrupt.

)

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrier
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,

and contains all the most important news of The Daily
a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of ihe world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEELLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

-Tribune, which is

Discharge,

>In Bankruptcy.

)

To the Hon Clauksi k ifALK, Judge of the Distrlet Court of the (Jolted "tatcs for the District
of Maine:
11.TON E. WILKINSON, of Mexico. In
the County of Ox ford, and state of Maine, in
-ah! District, 'respectfully represents, that on
th·· 11th day of Oct.. last past, he wsi duly adjudged bankrupt umter the Acts of Congres» relating to bnnkruptcy; that he has ituly surrcnileied all le property and rlg'itsofiHOpcrty.and
lias fully compiled with all the requirements of
-ni Acts and of the orders of Court touching his

M

Papers One Year for $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he orave, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable agalni-t his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex.
e.ep ed by law from such ill-charge.
Dated this tth d«v "f April. Α. I» 1903
M11.TON K. WILKINSON, Bankrupt.

CASTORIA For infants indChJdna.

OltllEU OK NOTICE THEREON.
District or Maine *s.
On this llth day of April, A. D. 1!>3, on read.
Ing the foregoing prtltlon. It is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 1st day of May, A. D.
I'.Kilt, before said Court at I'orthind, In eald District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and th.vt
tiotlco thereof be published In The oxford Dem·
•crat. a newspaper printed In said District, and
hat all known creditors, and other peieons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
ind shuw cause, If any they h 've, why the
irayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
A nil It Is further Ordered by the court, that the
Jlerk shall scud by mall to all known creditors
-optes of salit petition and this order, addressed
ο them at their places of residence as stated.
witness the Hon. clakenck H*lk< Judge
if the said Court, and the seal thereof, at I'ortand. In said District, on the llth day of April, A. 1
3.19 3
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[t,.s.]
A true copv of petition and order thereon
Attest:—J A MES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
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7

nice

One

working oxen,

feet.

1-2

boots,^hoes veight

BLANCHABD STUABT.

99 A. Main Street.

Mention till* paper.

FOB KALE

,

rubbers.

HOMER N, CHASE <fc CO,, Auburn, Me

auy one else and you do not he
will get the trade.

cottage

founded about 14 years ago by Mrs.
Farmer, mother of Miss Sarah J. Farmer,
and is managed by the Boston city missionary society and supported by the
fresh air fund of that city. About 350
mothers and children are given a two
weeks' outing at this ideal summer
home each year.
was

tfe want men over all New England to
work for UK »elling nursery Htock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

values

It is pleasing to note that a Boston
whose death recently occurred, left
the sum of ivOOO to aid in carrying on
the good work at Rosemary cottage in
Eliot. The money could not have been
given for a better purpose, as this beautiful summer home, where many poor
children and overworked mothers are
given a twii weeks' outing away from the
stifling heat of the city, is a wise philanthrophy which does untold good, and
no one ever visited the place without
becoming etuhusiastic over what is ac-

complished ^here.

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

advert Inline la the
moirnot trlilcli pulla trade.

Good

lady,

'aris; Stevens, Oxford;
happily surprised ! Store, Norway.

first of this week.
Ice went out of the lake last Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Perry has been quite ill
vith a cold.
N. L. W. C. meet· with MUa Ellen

Boy Needs

tab-

six boxes

or

Over30C0 Boys

Miss Grace Edna. only daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac M. Stanley, died at South
Portland, April Oth, of consumption of
the bowels, aged 2*i years, 20 days. Her
disease, extending eleven months, baffled the skill of some of the best physicians in New England and New York,
until she was reduced to the weight of
57 pounds, but she bore her sufferings

When coming home from
ichool he found a New England piano
η the house for him.
Evelyn Partridge went to Portland the

rhursday.

Hersey

In

Albany.

Qrafton.

fifty

of

Your

First-class line of Youths' LONO TROUSERS SUITS,

Oxford.

E. Hersov.
Mr. Russell

as it has been Indian poke is up
and if nature had made that plant
for
good
greens, like the dandelion and
mustard, what an amount of valuable
food it would produce. We have often
wondered, when seeing it growing so
eariy, ιι u '*» s wiwun me paie 01 cnemistry to neutralize the poison vegetable
acid it contains, so as to adapt it for
that purpose. Supposing they submit it
to a series of experiments at Orono with
that express object in view.
Ernest Brooks is still at home, and has
bought a horse preparatory to commencing work on his farm. His eyes are still
improvinc, but not yet fully restored to
their normal condition.
Hoard's Dairyman is the name of a
weekly paper in pamphlet form, published in Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin. We
have received several copies of the paper lately and don't quite like it, from
the fact that it is almost wholly devoted
to dairying and dairy stock interest—
and advertisements. Sometimes there
is too much of a good thing, as Kiug
Solomon found out to his sorrow.
James
Gorman
sold his personal
property at auction Thursday, and will
soon leave town.

Tilson Burke of Bethel is in town
buvinc veal calves and hogs for Boston
market. He pays 5 cents live weight
lie
for calves and 6 cents for lioge.
He had five
bought quite a number.
hogs of A. G. & A. L. Bean, and two
calves of C. A. Grover, here at the
Corner.
Frank E. Bean rides in a new buggy
and behind a new horse and harness.
Ebon Barker, who has been carrying
on the blacksmithing business at Bethel,
lias sold out there and moved on to his
farm here in Albany—the Joel Prince
Farm, bo called. Glad to see him back,

three Sabbath Schools held an
uuion concert on Sunday
ivening at the Universalist church.
Mr. Charles C. Lowell has been noticed that his examination, ranking 07
>er cent of the questions, entitles him to
he position of carrier of mail, on Hiram
oute, No. 1, R. F. D.

They are put up in boxes
each, at Γ>0 cents a box,

at Hates College.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dawes of Auburn
were here last week.
Harry Rust Post, G. A. R., and W. R.
C. have invited T. A. Roberts Post, G.
Α. II., and W. R. C'. to attend a campfire 011 April 18th.
S. II. Eaton has rented Wm. Bumpus'
house.
Dr. and Mrs. A. L. Hersey have gone
to Boston with their daughter, Mrs. II.

stock.

The

youth.

lets

prizes

Frank E. Bean has swapped his big
Mr. Ephraim Wentwortli has raised horses wiili Ed Sliedd for a colt, and
he roof of his house and will put in a then
bought a nice yoke of oxen of Joe
lecond story.
of Greenwood.
Harrington
Universalist
The members of the
Will McNally is canvassing for Chase
afternoon
a
;ircle passed
very pleasant
& Co. of New York, soiling nursery
rod evening Thursday at Hon. Peter B.

t'oung's.

nerves and increase the red corpuscles
They
which are the life of the blood.

MA.INX1.

8TORES.

BLUE

tion, sweeten the breath and clean up
They will tone up the
your tongue.

buy.

Frothingham,

PARIS,

SOUTH

the bloom to your cheek, the spring to
your step; they will restore your appetite for food nnd thus build up the diges-

will renew your

ct our st >ck before you

W. 0. & G. W.

re-j

The funeral of Mr. Thomas J. Dawes
held Sunday at his late residence,
His a«e
Rev. Mr. Newport officiating.
was 72 years.
in the
Easter services were held
churches.
Charles Durell and Ο. M. Ilolman took
in the annual sophomore debates

days together.

ntereeting

Call and insp

symptoms

build up your system.
I)r. Parker's Tonetic Tablets will
store the strength to your whole body:
they will restore your energy, bring back

was

There have been very many deaths the
past few days, but mostly in the hedgehog family. None can mourn the loss,
as there is no wild animal that does as
much damage to the farmer, not only
to his crops, but the forest.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs.
James A. Kimball Thursday afternoon
The weather was bad,
and evening.
Nevertheless there
being quite rainy.
The host and hostwere sixty prosent.
est had prepared for the comfort of
both man and beast, and also arranged
for a fine entertainment, consisting of
instrumental and vocal music interThe inspersed with recitations.
strumental music was for the organ,
The crowd did not
violin and cornet.
leave until a late hour, but all felt that
they had been well paid for all trouble.
Thursday we had a special town meeting. Chose Amos G. Bean moderator.
James A. Kimball truant officer. Voted
to raise $500 more money to pay for road
The other four articles were
purposes.
passed over. To-day there is a petition
being circulated and signed asking the
selectmen to call another one to act upon
some of the articles passed over before.
There was a quiet home wedding Apr.
18th at the home of Newton C. Moore,
when Harry G. McNally and Mattie E.
Moore, both of Albany, were joined in
marriage by Amos G. Bean, a justice of
the peace. Only tlio family were present.
Mr aud Mrs. McNally went to the farm
just bought of Geo. E. Grover, where
they will begin life's struggle anew.
We wish them many bright and happy

John Barker is in feeble health this

Coolers, Robes,
Whips, Brushes, Etc.

the mother or the
father of a family and can't afford to be
sick. It's easier to cure a little trouble
When you feel the
than a big trouble.
of languor is the time to
first

Warren, primary.

changes.

the

Summer Stable Blankets,

that head-

legaohe,

Perhaps you're

back.

The villace schools opened Monday,
Mr. Ε. II. Pratt, principal
Apr. 13.
with the high school, Miss Perkins, grammar,
Miss
Hammond, intermediate, Miss

Bert Lufkin has sold his farm to
Sumner G. Bean, and bought out II. 1'.
Soper.
Cooledge, and will soon move to Greenwood.
West Bethel.
Geo. E. Grover has opened a new store
••The children with the streamlets sing.
When April st>p·* at last her weeping;
in the Bean stand, so called, near the
\n«l -verv happy growing thing
town house.
We all wish him success,
Laughs'dke a l>al»e just roused from sleeping
and the best way to bring that about is
—Lucy Larc'jm.
to patronize homo industries.
"The spring of the year In beautiful, 1 know,
Henry liugg is moving to Norway,
for the poet* have said It,
And out In the country It's lovely; 1 know, for where he has a job at work.
I've often rea'llt;
Mrs. Ida True, nee Kneeland, of Law...
But give me an °Pen urate, with the coals all
rence, Mass., who, when a small girl,
bright an'l glowlrg.
And you mav have your spring time, with ltn lived in town with the late S. P. Haskell,
'wind»,"and Its -beautiful' Knowing.
after an absence of thirty years, has returned to visit the place and scenes of
—"When the swallow homeward tiles
her early girlhood days, but finds many
Vou can see them with your eves;
When the l>ces of summer come
You can hear them sweetly hum ;
When the bluebirds skip around
You can watch them from the ground;
When the old hen falls to scratch
You may hope to eee her hatch.

that

enterprise.

,

Cold

mis

backache,

that

ache, that nervous irritability, that nervous indigestion.
Don't wait until you're down on your

Andrews attended
Mrs. Annie B.
Creatores concert at Lewiston, Saturday
ni^ht, and then visited her father in
Brunswick a few days.
Charles Ryerson is now about the
village quite smart.

again,

vaiuaoie nog
il. T. liiover lost
week—cause unknown.
Frank Smith, who lias been ver>
seriously ill for several weeks, is now

are

late.
Fred Packard has not been out for
several days, having taken a severe cold.
J. J. Fuller received an urgent invitation from his daughter, Mrs. Cora Hopkins of Vinalhaven. to go and pass the
summer with herself and family.
Her
husband, Mr. Hopkins, has a hotel in
that place. Mr. Fuller intends to go
soon if he has not gone ere this.
Mrs. Edwin Allen is gaining within a
few days; but is far from being well.
Belie DeCosta is working for Frank
Packard. She is called an unusually
capable girl for one so young, and those
who employ her speak highly of her
work.
/
Mr. Bowman of Hebron will commence the Grammar School in this district next Monday, the 20th.
The busy bees gathered around Mrs.
T. L. Rogers' woodpile on Saturday the
11th, and finished sawing and splitting
the wood. Charles Fogg, Arthur Hayes
and Bennie Beals came in the forenoon,
as they wished to take their part in the
base ball game in the afternoon. L. G.
Perry, D. B. Perry, and B. Phillips came
in the afternoon, and all was sawed,
split, and a good part packed in the
stable before they returned home. More
industrious bees are not seen. Every
one worked with a will, and accomplish
ed a good amount of work, for which
Mrs. Rogers tenders many thanks and
best wishes.

new

employment.

The circle supper Tuesday evening
well attended.
Ernest Sturtevant came down from

Having received a large stock of Harness and Horse Collars
direct from factories, we are prepared to show extra good
values.
We also have a complete stock of

Just what you need for that tired feelthat lack of energy, that listlessness,

ing,

West Sumner.
Salary or commlrii-lon; no experience nee
The Ladies' Relief Corps had a dinner Ct-arv; money tulcnured for expenten; outfit
Soll<-lt μιίΙ··μ fi»:· our ««uarantecl
and fair in the vestry on Wednesday last. KltEfc
Nursery Stt-ck. Write ιι» at once for terras
It was an enjoyable and successful affair. ami
i-ceirc tho best territory.
J. A. Tuell has moved his bakery into
built
was
THE R. G. CHA-E CO., MALDEN, MASS.
H. W. Dunham's store, which
last year. It makes a very neat and convenient place for the business.
E. G. Doble has purchased the Coburn
store so called, and will at once put it
in shape and put in a stock of goods
usually kept in a country store. His
in his
many friends wish him success

Let's see, what time of the year is this?
The calendar, to be sure, calls it the
middle of April; but the temperature
feels more like the first of March. The
birds have absented themselves again,
and those who are buying hay aro
wishing for warmer weather for the
benefit of the grass.
Ransom Cole's old saw mill is now
being taken down and a new and larger
one will soon occupy its place, containing
the most recent and best machinery. Ile
will also put in a shingle machine.
Mamie Brooks is visiting at the Bennett place at this writing, and informs
us that she has engaged the school on
Howe Ilill. It is to commence Monday
and will be a term of about nine weeks.
She has had school teaching in view for
some years, is amply qualified for the
position, and there is no doubt that she
will be successful in that line of work.
Her sister Myrtle is also a fine scholar,
but has no inclination for that kind of

was

The Great System Builder
and Nerve Restorer.

SALESMEN WANTED.

Greenwood.

day.

very prevalent, and there
large number sick with various

a

The Norway team will play
Bethels at Norway April 25.

welcome Dr. Crane home.

quite smooth.
Colds

team.

Harness and Horse Collars !

Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets.

for §2.50, and are for sale by all drugMrs. Alberta Abbott has returned gists ami by The Dr. Parker Medicine
from Massachusetts where she spent the Co., 51-53 Exchange St., Portland, Me.,
her
daughter, U. S. A.
Easter vacation with
Louise, who attends Wellesley College.
is
the guest
Portland
from
Muller
Mrs.
of her daughter, Mrs. Frank Shaw.

Miss Jane Gibson has returned from
Mexico with her sister, Miss Ellen, who
returned to Bethel on account of lier
health. Her many friends are pleased
that she stood the fatigue of the long
journey so well and hope the Bethel air
and home life may restore health.
Mr. Charles Davis has moved into his
new home on High Street.
April :50th is the date for the entertainment to be given at Odeon Hall entitled "The Sublime and the Ridiculous."
A. Lincoln Kirk of New York is conceded to be one of the best impersonators
of to-day atid the people of Bethel may
be sure of an evening of raro entertainment.
Miss Wood of Lewiston has been with
Miss llurnham a part of the week taking
orders for millinery.
The base ball
team has recently
organized witn G. Raymond Knight as
captain. The first game will be played
Fast Day at Bethel with the Hanover

A.M.Richardson was at home from
Portland over Sunday which was Master
Norman Richardson's eleventh birthday.
Miss Hazel Donham spent Sunday at
home.
Ira and Henry Bearce and Howard
Churchill went back to Orono Tuesday.
Mrs. Moody and Isabel returned from
a few days' visit in West Sumner Tues-

|

recently.
Mr. Osgood Pike has returned from
Philadelphia where he spent his vacation.

town

building.

There was a large attendance at
church Easter Sunday and all were glad

a

Minnie Bradley.
Dr. Stephen Weeks of Portland was in
town Wednesday and performed a successful surgical operation on Mrs. Eben
Weeks
Mr. John L. Eastman lias returned
from Chatham.
Mr. Edward Ela lias moved into Mr.
Jenness' rent known as the depot house.
Mrs. Samuel Gordon still remains on
list*
Mr. William Irish is stopping with his
sister, Mrs. Fiank Bemis.
Miss Hattie Abbott has improved in
health so as to be able to go out pleasant days.
Prof. Robinson of Arlington was in

The schools will open in town TuesMiss Gibson, Miss Clark, Miss
Twaddle and Miss Richardson return to
their former positions in the Brick

Hebron.

Tuesday.

camp.
Mr. R. M. Howe has returned to lus
home in Oidtown.
Mr. Eckley Ballard has moved into bis
house on Main Street.
Mr. E. S. Chase has moved into the
Dr. Harris rent occupicd by Mr. Charles
Mason, and Mr. Mason lias moved into
Mrs. Weeks' rent on Main Street.
Mrs. Whitney is stopping with Miss

day.

Miss Alice Penley is taking the place
of Miss Ina Curtis at Dr. Ο. K. Yates'.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Houdon have moved
into three rooms in Mary G. Bradbury's
house.
Miss Lizzie Ityerson has gone to Milan
to teach school, and Mr. Solon Ryerson
is to live at Charles Bacon's.
At a meeting recently held by the
trustees of the Methodist church and
owners of the horse sheds it was a
unanimous vote that the sheds shall be
the exclusive property of the Methodist
church. It was voted to close the sheds
to public use, restricting their use to
members and attendants of this church,
former owners to have first right when
Also voted that every shed
present.
shall be open at every religious service.
Miss Ruth Tucker of South Paris spent
the day last Wednesday with Mrs. L. C.
Bates.
Miss Jennie M. Brown went to Norway last Friday to attend an executive
session of the officers of Oxford County
W. C. T. U. It is expected that the coming county convention will be held June
] and 4 at Rumford Falls, the speaker
for the evening being Margaret Dye
Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Howard Lane entertained a whist party on Friday evening.

Dixfield

a

Bridgton.

Saturday.

oiaest

Ls

Easter sorvicee were
holden in all of the churches, and in the
evening an Easter concert was given by
the children of the Sabbath School of
the M. E. church. It was the close of
Rev. F. E. Barton's pastorate with the
Universalist church and communion was
observed in the evening. At the Congregationalist church the front of the
pulpit and one side of the gallery rail
were banked with evergreens and hot
house flowers. The C. E. sent flowers
The churches all
to the aged and sick.
rendered special music and the sermons
to
Easter
were appropriate
day.
Miss Alice Billings has returned from
Portland where she has been the guest
of friends.
Mr. Walter Holmes, formerly of Bethel
but now of Lincoln, is visiting friends in
Bethel.
Thursday the Bethel Federation of
Clubs held its last meeting for the seaThe Ladies' Club entertained. The
son.
program was very interesting and the
were
officers for the ensuing
year
elected:
MU· Annie Frye, President.
Mrs. Dc Albra Hopkins, -cerctary.
Mr». Allcc Jonl.m, Treasurer.
Mrs. Hittinger of Belmont, who lias
spent the past year in Bethel under the
treatment of Dr. Gehring, will soon return to her homo in Belmont, Mass., accompanied by her husband. Mr. and
Mrs. Hittinger have made many warm
frionds during their stay in Bethel.
Kev. O. S. Pillsbury is attending the
at
Methodist conference in session

There will be vocal and instrumental
music by members of the lodge, assisted
by selections from the Woodstock
quartette and Miss Bean of Bethel. AdThere will be
mission 20 and 10 cents.
ι sociable after the play, and ice cream
md cake will be served.
Mr. Hudson Knight of South Paris is
visiting at Mr. G. W. Bryant's, and with
ather relatives in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Win, J. Soule are visifcing relatives here. Mrs. Soule, who was
formerly Mrs. Mary Webber, is packing
lier household goods to send to Lewiston, where they will live this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bates are visiting
their old home in New Haven, Conn.
Mr. Frank Reed has been quite sick
for several days.
Mr. Hezekiah Farrar is repairing the
inside of his house vacated by Mr. Frank
Keene.
The stand formerly occupied by Frank
Dunham is being thoroughly repaired
inside, now chimneys built and some
shingling done. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Kyder could not move here until this
was done, but they hope to occupy the
house soon.
Mrs. S. X. Young and her daughters,
Misses Cora and Lillian Young, held an
evening whist party a week ago last

to

Easter was observed in the usual manner at both churches.
Miss Rachel Weston is at home from
the art school in Boston.
Miss Minnie Bradley lias loft Miss
Abby Page's and gone to her home on
Portland Street.
The studio on Main Street lias been
moved to Lovewell's Pond to be used as

Sunday, epocial

Charles Barden.
Davl<l Emmons.
Arthur Rlcktr.
Carroll Bacon.
Elmer Tuell·
Jerry Co'·».
Bertha Cole.
Mildred Oavle
Ethel Young
Madge Tuell.

Solomon Davie,"..
Matt I'avle
Sorth Ckrollna Pete,
Dr. Medfleld
Policeman
Mrs. Bradford,
Mrs. Wayne
Mle* Nina Wayne
Miss Minnie Bradford,

Fryeburg.

Bethel.

J

recommended.
Onward Rebekah Lodge will play their
irama entitled "Out in the Streets" next
Thursday evening, April 23, at Centennial Hall, with the following cast of

i,eavm,
absence.
son. was a clergyman, and died fifteen |
M. W. Bryant is visiting his sister at
.">,000 MEN ONCE EMPLOYED.
years ago, leaving one son, Robert GreenJ. S. Allen's.
leaf Leavitt, who is a well known botanWhen the first French company began
The water is so low river driving is
ical instructor at
Harvard College.
the work which ended in such a fantastic abandoned for the
present.
William Briggs Leavitt, the third eon.
fizzle they centered their etf..rts upon
died in Portlaud at the age of thirty.
SUNDAY RIVER.
If the long-cherished dream
Culehra
Mr. Brown has moved into the Foster The burial was id Evergreen Cemetery,
of a canal across the isthmus is ever
StooghtoD.
realized this huge pile of rock must be house for the present.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Stowe and son
removed. The first company had as
East Sumner.
manv as Ô.000 men at work here.
W hen have gone to West Paris on business.
Mrs. Louis Spinney has been very sick
the I)e Lesseps scheme came to such a
Work on the foundation of the new
sorry end the new company was formed but is better now.
grange hall is well advanced and the
Mrs.
Cleveland fell and hurt her walls will be
for the purpose of saving some of the
going up soon. The buildDr. Wight attended ing will be
French millions as well as partly to re- shoulder badly.
quite an addition to the place
store French honor, and Culehra again her.
and will be what is needed.
Will Parker and wife are visiting Mrs.
became the scene of action. I ρ to the
County Commissioner Faunce was in
Tra.sk.
time the United States government com- I.oren
the place recently, posting road notices.
Mr.
on
is
the
sick
list.
Sargent
pleted the negotiations to buy the Freuch
Rev. Mr. Muttart gave an admirable I
Mrs. Canning is helping Mrs. Ina and
concession about 3,000 men were emappropriate sermon in the CongreBean.
in
the
Culehra
works.
As
soon
ploved
gational church on Easter Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Stowe of Paris were
àn understanding was arrived at and
Ε. I. Brown and L. B. Bisbee have rethe price of the transfer agreed upon the in town Sunday.
ceived a car load of cedar shingles from
Hiver drivers are having a hard time: the Provinces.
number of men was reduced to a few
hundred. This was done because the scarcity of water and cold weather.
Ben II. Bisbee has been on a visit to I
present owners get no return whatever
C. B. lleald at Xorridgewock.
Lovell.
for the work they are now doing.
Some changes are to bo made about
Nettie 0. Andrews has returned to the railroad
What is known as the Culehra cut is
yard and station this season.
and
Andrews
went
Lawrence
Ellen
W.
about eight miles long and is 620 feet
The immense traffic requires more room.
with
her.
its
widest place from bank to
wide, at
Dan Knight found several apples in I
Mrs. W. 0. Brown is at North Anson, his orchard
bank. For nearly ten years they have
recently in a sound fresh]
been cutting through solid rock.
Hie called there by the illness of her daugh- condition.
Now for suckers and smelts.
blasting and digging is being conducted ter. Mrs. E. C. Andrews.
A. M. Pottle has sold one-half interest
from six levels and about 500 carloads of
in his farm at Sabattus to his son, C. R.
rock are being taken out
East Hebron.
hauled about a mde and » half and Pottle.
Some of our farmers have been trimThe teachers for the summer schools
dumped into a big ravine which is chokming their trees. Others have ploughed
ed with millions and millions of tons of have been assigned as follows:
their gardens, to be in time for early
Village— Wre A. W. Maeon.
No. 4— Alice Heald.
vegetables.
When the employee of the first comCentre—Mrs. Blanche P. Quint.
The mud has dried, and the roads are
2N>
ter.

Paris.

The schools begin this Monday with
ι change of teachers in both grades,
ilise Retta Berry, who is one of our own
Milage girls, is to take the grammar
îrado and we wish her success. Miss
Jessica Curtis of South Taris takes the
primary department, and comes well

home from
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vorkers.
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of horses, 6 years old,
pounds, sound and good

PIKE,
South Waterford, Maine.
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PAKLIN'S Pain Powders
Headache in 20 to 60 minutes.
from any other powder.

cure

Better results than

PARLIN'S Warranted Spruce Elixir
cures sore

throat, cough, croup,

from any other

cough remedy.

1E-VI-NO—A famous
a famous physician
for the

can

to

and

Kidney·.

be obtained from any medicine.

[RNEST P. PARLIN,
Next door

Better result· than

prescription by

Stomach, Blood, Liver

results that

etc.

Post Office,

The be«t
it.

Try

Prescription Druggist,
South

Pari·, Maint.

Dr. W. A. Oxnard of
gemocra I South
Paris Sunday.
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pect of beautiful spring weather!

Blanchard Stuart is doing boot
shoe repairing at Plummer's store.

a

t

I

PARIS

dally, Sunda
Sunday onl

3:3S p. *., 8:
Λ» a.
I.oliu· up west -ίο
Included). Sunday ont
en., ially, Sundays

ΟΝ.—ONE
ant

1

Harrv Wheeler is at home from liar
a week's vacation.

Together

MAN BADLY

INJURED,

Miss Alice Pennell of Portland is: 1
suest of her cousin, Miss Heleu Barnes

The apron sale and supper given by
at their hall last
Wednesday evening "was well attendee
and a nice sum was realized.

Thursday, April 2.'5d, being

Fast Day
all the schools in town will be closed
for the day only. The regular sessions
will be continued ou Friday as usual.

NORWAY.

Maine News Notes.

Here.

AN [j

ENGINES AND CARS DAMAGED.

Some of the people of South Paris
who are accustomed to hearing a goo
deal of noise from the freight train
which go through in the night, heard
louder crash than usual Wednesday nigh t
soon after eleven;
^but so soundly wer s
most of the people sleeping, and si
constant is the noise of trains, that fev 1
knew until morning that an acciden :
had happened which had lockod tw<

I

I the Pythian Sisterhood

I

Trains Crash

ON Κ FREIGHT RUNS INTO ANOTHER HEA d

proa

I vard College for

Commencing Sept. 2S, I90S,

liolngdown ;ea.-t —Λ:3b

Would that we

Lewiston was

damaged locomotives together, demolish
ed one freight car and damaged others

Tlio Maine State

Grange will

Waterville in December.

meet at

Kennebec Journal: They are painting
the Old Orchard pier, but the resort itself will not be painted until later in the

season.

hotel

The plans for Houlton's
provide f««r one of the best hostelries in
the state, with 04 rooms, 20 baths and
new

everything

up to «late.

CHURCHES·

Second

Congregational Church. Re*· ®·

aideout, mPaetor ^Prejehlnr

sendee Sunday

ÊSMAS&BrSs
lD6nlv?realist
in -in

α

Sabbath

School, 12 ΛΟ *·ι "J"1

ChurchRev. Mb»,K.

i
An^jJ,

Sunday at^

Pastor. Preaching service on
a. M.; îabbath School, 12 M.·

*·

r·

^v.B.F. nckett.
mMetnhPou<i°Ch^h.10 HO
PMJ«r.

M^Sabbat^Schoo.
7 w *·.■.,
William Gagnon, aged 22, fell from II -00 M.: Social Evening MeeUng,
prav^meeHng. Tuesday evening; class meetthe suspension bridge over the Andro- Ιοί,
Flagg, a daughter.
Friday βτβοίπί·
nA|*A«i Paetor.
Preaching service

scoggin River at Brunswick
Sunday and was drowned.

on

Laster

a.

PreachlnVservie»; 103o'a.Sundav
'«·;
evening P.
Sabtath^hool.

SPRING SUITS!

To th« Selectmen of th« Town of Parlai
Respectfully represent* tbe CnrtU Hill and
Part·
Telephone and Telegraph ''orapany
that It desire· to construct telephone Une· In said
town of Paris, f>et pole· and stretch win for
sane, and It asks this honorable board for permit
to bo construct Un»·, tbe line to be constructed
and poles set under the supervision of any
officer you may aelect. The higbwavs and pubUc
Ask Tonr Pealer for Allen'· Foot Base
ways on which It Is desired to construct lines are
from North Paris to 8umner
as follows, viz.
A powder for the feet. It cures Swollen, Sore
line on direct road from North Pari· to West
I
am
Corns
Aching,
Sweating
Feet,
Callous,
Hot,
Oliver
G. Curtis' buildings. In
Sumner.
From
Bunions. At all Druggists ami shoe stores,
Paris, to and Into South Paris vlllare. Krom II.
Ask to-day.
t
•
II. Decoster'e, in Paris, to Norwav Une, also from
H. H. Decoder's to Herbert Swift'· and Edward
Dudlev's, In said town of Paris, alflo from said
Born.
Dudley's to tbe main road running from O. Q.
Curtis' to South Paris.
CURTIS HIM. A PARIS TELEIn South Paris, April le, to the wife of Charlei ,
Mother· ! Mother* ! Mother· !
How many children are at this season feverls >
and constipated. with bad stumiich and hea«'
ache. Mother Gray'» Sweet Powders for Chi
dren will always cure. If worms are presen
they will certainly n-movp them. Atail druggist*
25c. Sample mailed FREE. Address, Alien S
Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.

In south

Bennett,

a

By

Pari*, April 13, to the wife of Qeorg<

daughter.

In Kryeburg Center,
A. Quint, a daughter.

Apr.3,

to

the wife of H

F.

auiti,
You should see our elegant line of spring
style
Every
York.
New
in
us
for
made expressly
in value
is neat and attractive. Each euit equal

to any found elsewhere at the same price.
one that will
You will be almost sure to find
strike your fancy.

no
ONE LOT of black cheviot, blouse jacket,
trimmed
or double breasted,
front
roll
collar,
with taffeta bands and silk braid, good lining,
Plain skirt, wide flare, no
sleeve.

PHONE A, TELEGRAPH CO.
If. Packard, Its President.

I

Pursuant to the foregoing petition, It 18
Okdkbed th«t public notice thereof be given br
STATU) MEETINGS.
publishing It In the Oiford Democrat, the lart
V A A M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodro,
notl< e to be published at least fourteen day·
Married.
l>efore Tuesdi'*. the 28th dav of April, IPOS, on
which dav a public hearing will be he'd at the
Selectmen's office, at Routh Paris village, at one
In South Paris, April 13. by Geo. A. Wilson, o'clock In the afternoon, at which time and placEta Mr. E'<gar F. Barrows and Mrs. Nellie F. any person)· to be affected by the location asked
Adklns, both of Paris
for may be heard. And the selectmen hereby
In Albany, April 13. by A. G. Bean, Esq.. Mr. endorse that *nch public notice as altove ordered
Harry G. McVally ar.· Miss Mattle E. Moore, shall be sufficient upon this petition to the !
both of Albany.
residents and owners t-» be affected thereby.
In Milton Plantation, Apr. 5, by Henry Davie.
FRANK!.IS MAXIM, ) Selectmen
of
J ES* Ε C. HOWE.
J
Esq., Mr. Charles Ε Johnson and.Mrs. Catlsta
Α. ι'piano, both of Milton Plantation.
) Parle.
H. D. HAMMOND,
«<
In Itumford Falls, Mar. 29, by Bev. G. A. Martin, Mr. Iver Earle Lowe of Paris and Miss
of P.—Recular meeting I. Hathaway Mock Glenna May Cotton of Bumford Fall».

li Λ» M.

Prayer Meeting

«·

bishop
\ young man from Five Islands visited
112.50.
and inflicted serious injuries upon ont » Richmond, the other day, and saw a raillining,
road train for the first time in his life.
man.
double
ONE LOT of extra quality cheviot,
A good job of grading, cutting down
At the time stated, an east-bound The way he took to cover made a sensabreasted blouse jacket with silk facings.
gravelly knolls and tilling muddy hol- freight train was standing on the main tion among the spectators.
lows. is being done on the Stony Brook track in the South l'aris yard, waiting t<
Tucked sleeve, front and back, stitched belt,
Gilbert Blondell committed suicide at
no
road, between the village and the "Fobes cross a west-bound freight. This east
Skirt tucked, wide Hare,
P. Q·, about ten days since.
taffeta lining.
bound freight was drawn by one of tht Scotchtown,
corner."
118.00.
Blondell shot Jack Moses at Lowelltown,
....
lining,
road's large compound engines, witli
Me., iu the fall of 1800. He was tried at
lieorge M. At wood, Mrs. Atwood and Charles
from
Peabody engineer and Arthur Farmington in the following June and
Skirts in about 20 styles at prices
Ray mond, who have been boarding at J. Duiuond fireman. The
Separate
engine stood served a sentence in the Farmington jail.
are some of the best
K. Tucker's for the last few weeks, have
These
to
*7.75.
92.25
about opposite the upper standpipe.
and walking
iione to Dixtield for a visit with relatives
values we have ever shown in dress
It will be pretty hard to beat the
The west-bound freight train came in,
before opening their home on the Hill.
drawn by a large mogul engine; engineer record of the Bangor lawyer who was
WANTED.
length.
Advertised letters in South Paris post Billings and fireman Kenneth Waldron. counsel in eight divorce canes in one
A man to work on farm for a year; prefer man
Vw
Died.
with small family to live on farm and hoard himInstead of stopping, this train steamed day, and obtained a decree in each. But
office April 20:
No trouble to show goods.
statkd MKiirmua.
self. Will furnish hou*e rent, fuel and reasonMr». J.
along up the main track, at a slow obtaining a decree is not a difficult part
Vveritt.
right
month.
able
No. 'M.
Keirula
payjHîr
Mr. Prank Ut-wctt.
In Peru, April 10, William Trask.
f. i Λ M.—l'arls Lodge,
speed, until it crashed into the train of the work, if the legal formalities have
Mr. fbrk Mil- hell.
rued ay evening on or before full moon
In Stoneham, April 11, James L. Parker, aged
FRED N. WEIGHT.
see·'·
been duly observed.
standing on the track.
f -Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
LeKontft W. Mc A'Hater.
sfewti A. R. tlaîl on the Orel Tuesday Evening 72 years.
I.
When the crash came, the front brakesdav evening of each week.—Auron
in Yarmouth ville, Apr. 10, Fred Crockett, forlr .5 1
a communication received in
From
Kev. and Mrs. A. W. Pottle returned iuan ou the moving train, Fred Sloan,
Λ. K. Hall. Mor. merly of Norway, aged 40 years, 10 months, 12
4;i, ment, ilret and third Monday evening
from the Maiue Methodist Conference at was caught between the cab and the Lewiston it is learned that Miss Alice laJ
u! rm .Ί month.
to
days.
M unt I'leasaat liel-etali Lodge. No
'L
of the President,
CKeoDf?'_i.akCPlde
:>
Lodee, No.177.mccU ln
Γη North Buckfleld, Apr. 6, George Heald, ared
Koosevelt,
Telephone 11»-·.
daughter
Mr.
Pottle
I tender. The tender was tipped up sharp- will visit Maine during the
Bridgton Monday morning.
on the flrst and third W edSealed propoxate will be received until April
ι.,,ί- Μ,-con·! and fourth Friday» of ea«
t,
74 years.
coming sum- iôw «. A. li. Hall,
Hall.
is
fact
church—a
which
returned
this
KeHows*
to
son
of
Md
at
12
Mar.
of
o'clock, noon, for furnishing all the
23-1.
MAINE.
and Sloan had several ribs broken,
..... ,av
In Norh Buckflcld.
22, Burton,
,·ι.: in
ly,
she
is
that
It
mer or early fall.
thought
lalior and material»· requl'ed to erect ami com- NORWAY,
R.-W. K. Kimball foot. N"o. 14s, met·;· is pleasiug. not only to the Methodist a shoulder
Herman and Susan Morte, aged 12 year*.
ο. A
injured, and also sustained will visit
of eacl
R. Hall every Tuesday
the state at the time the I resiIn South Paris. Apr. 18, Mrs. Lucy A. Per- plete tt school building at South Parle, Maine.
ίο. meets at
-r»« at t third S iturday evenings
but
to
in
the
all
was"
sumLittletield
all
other
Dr.
and
people
community.
Hall.
injuries.
Plane and speclflcailons miy be seen
ai. nth, in υ. Λ. K.
aged 02 years, 3 months, 22 days.
dent's sons are intending to hunt in tue ( <
VnnnKi> Κ-Elm Tree Colony. No. 1!» meets kins,
Wti. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets llr*
moned to attend him that night, and
In South Portland, Apr.8, Grace, daughter of Information obtained at the office of W. R.
Maine woods.
Apron sale and oyster supper at on the tirst train in the
:r Saturday evenings ot each month, It
and fourth Wednesday evenings of each Mr. and Mrs Isaac Stanley, formerly of Kezar Miller, Architect, l.ewl'-ton, Maine, also at the
si:.
was
lie
morning
office of Wilson A Gray, South Paris, Maine.
1
range Hall Wednesday afternoon and
lie lef Corps Hall.
Fulls, aged 25 ) ears.
taken to the hospital in Portland. His
"arlr· «..range, from May 1 to <>ct. 1
II
According to the reports which come "r15 n' r r —Sorwav Commandery. No. 247, In North Woodstock, April 16, Edson L. Whit- All proposals to lie directed to Hon. George A.
evening, April 22d. Supper at 6:30. A home is in Island
land fourth Saturday; during tb·
reWilson, South Paris, Maine. The right Is reservPond.
At
from
some of the lumbering sections, it j,
latest
second and fourth Thursday cventnps of man, aged about 48 yean
ihort entertaiument ami sociable will
..f the year, meets every Saturday, li.
ed to reject any or all of the propo«aia.
is "oin" to take quite a little bunch of < m.·h month
he was improving somewhat.
follow the supper. All members are re- ports
Per order, BUILDING COMMITTEE.
braDj;e llall.
Considerably more damage was done money to pay the bounty on "porcuI." ι».C.—Second and fourth Mondays οι quested to bring pastry.
Ice cream and
Plenty of rain for Mayflowers.
Petition for Discharge.
Bankrupt's
to the moving than to the standing train. pines, so called," established b} the
neb month.
their
tind
way in the matter of
Residents and visitors
WANTED.
ν
)
K. 1
I'.—Stony Krook Lodge, No. 1SI, •ake will be on sale. Admission, sup The cowcatchers of the two
engines legislature. There seemed at first to be ( ο Pike's Hill for beautiful bouquets of
J A Κ VIS M. DO Β LE,
*ιι·I an 1 fourtli Wednesday evening* per and sociable, 23 cents.
DO NOT FAIL TO LOOK OVER OUR
,:<m
j In Bankruptcy. I A η experienced housekeeper two In the
were crushed in and locked together, some doubt as t.» just what the law
I
Bankrupt.
oteaiti month.
j
PURCHASING ELSEBEFORE
To the Hon. Chrence Hale, Judge of the Dis- fandly.
llamllr. Lodge, No, 31, meets ever
A medal contest will be held in the the front ends of the two boilers stand- meant, but it is now generally underHATS
i'
MRS. S. STOWE, 13 Main St.
has taken away his
trict Court of the United States for the District I
evening at t'ythlan Hall.
!» r
South Paris, April 16, 1903.
audience room of the M. E. church Fri- ing not more than three or four inches stood that porcupines and hedgehogs
A CHOICE SELECTand
WE
HAVE
and
cleared
^outh
I'arlt·
WHERE.
A
merle*
of
Maine:
of
fence
W.^xlnien
up
vard
f
ront
Μ ι::
Μ. ΓΟΒΙ,Ε, of South Paris, In the
l"iW7, meets second and fourth Tuee- day-evening. April 24th, under the au- apart. The east-bound locomotive re- are the same thing, also that they are
He has thus greatly
,»mp.
AND IT IS NO TROUBLE TO
yard..
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
ED
STOCK,
County
spices of the W. C. T. U. Two of the mained on the rails, mir were any of the plenty in some parts of the state.
,Ur evening- In tiol»len Crow» Hall.
IMPROVED
j III proved his residence.
mid District, respectfully represents that on the
church will cars behind it derailed or badly wrecked.
Haw son is teaching 'oung people from each
SHOW GOODS.
While Clarendon llayford of North
I. N. Small is at work for C. N. Tiiblis !lst day of February, last past, he was duly
Mi*> Beatrice
for a silver medal, each selec-1 The moving locomotive was derailed
of Conthe
Acts
under
i»mpete
A.
bankrupt
t'ljudgp'l
a carpenter, was repair- < ii the store recently vacated by
Turner
m hool at Oxford.
gress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly
ttonhaving direct reference to temper^ except one pair of trucks, ami the gear i«K the Bridge,
m
barn of Chandler Denning
:
«urrendered all his property and rights of
It is hoped that the public will of the tender was completely wrecked,
Ι! V Kussell is t«· build a 24-foot ex- ance.
at
our
Those who ou»:ht to be the best judges say that
Cole and Elbridge Walker are l>ro|>ertv, and has fully compiled with all the
on the lltli, he missed his
■how their interest in this good cause one set of trucks of the first freight car Livermore,
tension t<> his stable.
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of the Improved Maine Creamery Cans are the
House.
of
Heal's
the
the
cellar
the
to
hinL'lin"
barn,
s
and
fell
footing
his
;ourt
sum
of
a
full
The
small
bankruptcy.
attendance.
to
rest
well
middle
of
touching
under
the
| coming
by
In the market. They are made of 2XX tin,
Hie unIn the municipal court Tuesday ( arl
a distance of some 17 feet.
riara ^t inch field of Portland is a
M
Where ore he prays, That he may be decreed best
live cents admission will be charged. the tender. The first car of the train, a
faucet
Jessie Tolman.
conscious man was carried into the 1 irown, of North Water ford, on com- >y the Court to have a full discharge from all very strong ami durable, have the best
^ u-f "f Miss
The following is the program:
said
under
box car loaded with coal, wasa complete
his
estate,
ledits provable against
Hnd the register Is covered with mica Instead of
house ot Mr. Denning, and upon exami- j laint of Fred M. Mosher, was before the
such debts as are
of
r
of
Itankrupt
Acts,
except
Boston,
and
the
next
loaded
formerly
also
Briggs
Fret!
)r>rnn Voluntary.
wreck,
MAINE.
one,
SOUTH PARIS,
nation, it was found that the skull had j udge on a charge of malicious
glass, so they will stand hot or Ice water and
live»· ,ιΐηη,
Rev. W. K. Brooks, P. I). with
jxcepted by law from such discharge.
ν ».;th i'.ir s
bas gone abroad on a busicoal, was badly torn to pieces. been
Reguhr price $1.50, my price
Dated this31st day of Mar.. A. 1). 1903.
rougher usage
Rev. il. S. Plnklmm.
fractured, a finger and several ribs t :i building on Crooked Rivei. Λfter a
tiu-luctory Remarks,
M.
The
from
DOBLE.
crews
Portland
JABVIS
wrecking
ness trip.
Ruadin*.
Guy Ifcriar.
00.
broken. But slight hope was entertained f ,11 hearing by the court he vvas lin l
Bankrupt. | $1
Mildred Pariln. and Gorham were immediately called,
litaUloji,
Also'2XX tin milk palls, ml k pans, milk cans,
I and costs of court, taxed at $14.10,
for his recovery at last report.
Kev. ." 11. Little will l>e the Memorial
Music.
OHOKIt OF NOTICE THEREO.V,
and
in
succeeded
the
track
gettiug
they
etc. The old fashioned kind which wear 10 years.
rhicli lie paid and was discliargul.
r for Harry Bust Post, G. A. R..
Reading,
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Bargains

Plush Robes I $
$3.00 to $4.00.

!.r/S

pieced

JAMES N. FAVOR, &0sVoVUCKER

Draperies,

50 cts. to $5.50

window.

pair.

Sash Curtain Rods L Fixtures.

NORWAY,

50<yand

SPECIALTY.

/

Η. B. FOSTER,
in

LOTS A

Portieres, $2.50 to $10.00

pleased

jhe

LOAD

SIMON 5TAHL,

■

Right shape, perfect

quantity desired.

Eddy
H Refrigerator.
The

|J

Large

Line of

FURNITURE.

F. A. THAYER,
Grace

Thayer, Proprietor.

Parla,

Ivers & Pom) Pianos:

The Conservatory Ex pa ads.
The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of tnusic in the
world, and its p-e-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 185;} by Dr.
Eben Tourj >e.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was beiug
developed, a few Ivere A Pond pianos
were purchased.
Since then, as the conservatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acqu'red 268 Ivere Λ
Pond pianos.
With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for SI
additional I vers & Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continred patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

®

For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such as
Vind and Pain in the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after meals,
Oininess and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of
Breath, Costivencss, Blotches on the Skin, Dis·
turbed Sleep,Frightful Dreams.andall Nervous
and Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailfents
all arise from a disordered or abused condition
of the stomach and liver.
Beecham's Pills will quickly restore Females
to complete health. They t romptly remo\e any
obstruction or irregularity of the system. Fora
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No. 85.—Addition·.

Add the same letter to all of the followinu words:
1. Add a letter to "to wear" and
make tired.
2. Add a letter to an oil stone and
make a sweet substance.
3. Add a letter to a metal and make

CLEAN
ΛΛΊ» HEAL1XU
Ct'KE ΚΟΚ

Scientific flmcrican.

Ely's

8 Co.36·^"-'New York
MUNN
Branch "fflce. '35 Κ St, Washington. O. U.
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For the International
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NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
cars

at

coming
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promptly filled.

What familiar proverb is here illustrated?
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WORM

any railroad

Junction
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Trip,

ooooooooo
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ooooooo-c
Starting from a town in New Jersey,
near New York, we go to another town
In tlie same state; thence to a city In
Connecticut: thence to a city In Maine.
The last four letters of the first name
form the first four letters of the next

from

station
to

name,

Bethel, the

and so uti, as shown.

HO.—Charade.
My WH6LE Is often said;
Countless those It hath sped.
No.

year.

E. W. PENLEY.

It Is not>£iKST to heur.
Tet It echoes through the year.
We cannot pass It last;
It sounds through the present and

Heavy Team Horses.
pairs

of

The
The
The
The
The
The

work

large

Mumps and Chlcken-Pox.
complaints—mumps and

past.

No. OO—Number l'unie·.
number that is adhesive.
number that is burdensome.
number that is double.
number that is sixty.
number having four feet.
number that is a week.

chicken-pox—are reckoned among the

less serious maladies of childhood; but
^that the former entails much discomfort,
to say nothing of actual misery, is a fact
to the truth of which many a little sufferer could attest.
It is asserted that infants are almost
exempt from mumps, and that the period
of life to which either sex exhibits the
greatest susceptibility to the poisou of
contagion exists between the fourth and
fourteenth years. Girls are less likely
to be attacked than boys.
Amonx tbe initial symptoms that may
manifest themselves in the more severe
types of the complaint are headache,
pains in the back and limbs, chilly feelings, fever, vomiting, and a < onsequent
loss of appetite. The little one complains of pain in the region of the ear in
about two or three days thereafter, and
this is soon followed by a pronounced
swelling of the parts. As the misery of
the child is greatly augmented by swallowing or any attempt to open the mouth,
it is obvious that nourishment should be
administered with a view to causing as
little discomfort as may be. While the
diet must be as nourishing as possible,
it ought to be restricted to liquids, on
account of the increase of pain which
mastication would involve.
Any foods
or drinks containing acids should be
omitted, for the reason that acids appear
to intensify the trouble.
Milk heads the list in the way of fi«Id
nourishment, and the intelligent mother
or nurse is apt to think of this first,
therefore; but to servo it in just the
same form too frequently would necessarily occasion disgust for it. The inventive care-taker will think of a variety
of ways in which to present this best of
foods; she can heat it, or offer it cold, or
in the form of cocoa; or she may have
cooked in it peas or any other favorite
vegetable, to impart to it a desired flavor.
As junket requires no mastication, it
may be appreciated once in a while.
The food value of any preparation is
greatly enhanced by the addition of an
egg, particularly the white; and an appetizing concoction may be evolved by
pouring half a tumbler of milk in a preserving jar along with the unbeaten
white of an egg, or the whole egg may
be added if desired. Sweeten to taste,
and add several drops of vanilla, a little
nutmeg, or any preferred ilavonng. A
pinch of salt improves its palatability;
then add a little crushed ice, and tightly
screwing on the lid, shake the mixture
vigorously to thoroughly blend the ingredients. If the white of egg be beaten
before adding, it will not readily incorporate itself with the liquid, and will
betray its presence by its froth, which is
frequently objectionable in the case of
sensitive children.
While home-made beef tea possesses
next to no food elements, it is stimulating; and for that reason, and to afford
variety, it is an excellent adjunct to the
dietary. One cannot be provided with
too long a list of articles from which to
choose, particularly in the case of
liquids, for the reason that the digestive
economy no less than the patient's appetite so rebels against sameness. Many
of the patent foods upon the market admirably till a need in just such cases.
A very nutritious drink, and ono that
was much enjoyed in a certain instance,
was made by combining a tablespoon of
malted milk with two teaspoons of condensed milk, along with a pinch of salt,
sugar to taste, and sufficient hot water
to till the cup.
For saving the child any undue pain,
bent glass tubes ought to be provided
for both nourishment and medicines, as
their use necessitates opening the mouth
but slightly. Tubes constructed especially for feeding purposes have a wide
circumference and are flattened at the
tube will
A email
mouth portion.
answer for medicines; all tubes to be
well rinsed after use, then placed to soak
in water to which has been added a
pinch of washing soda.
To maintain cleanliness of the mouth
of tlic imtient is ohviouslv necessarv.
;inil may be accomplished without real
discomfort. A mouth wash of listerine
or any good
antiseptic will keep the
mouth in as healthy condition as may be,
at the same time relieving the disagreeable dryness. A piece of absorbent cotton may be wound on a tiny stick and
dipped in the solution; or the mixture
may be drawn into the mouth through
the medicine tube and retained for some
time before its ejection.
Envelop the neck in raw cotton to
protect the sore glands, and when there
is much pain, the application of hot
cloths will be found alloviating. Painting with iodine, or applications of iodine
ointment, may be resorted to should the
swelling become very hard and tonse.
Children who are susceptible to contagion can flndoubtedly contract the
disease from the patient even after swelling of the neck has subsided; so the
invalid should be kept from school for
three weeks, counting from the first
symptoms, or at least for two weeks
after disappearance of the
swelling.
While reckoned among the childish comis
not
entirely confined
plaints, mumps
to children, as cases do occur among

prescribed
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ready

and we sell more
of it than all other cough syrups combined." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

ΓιικΟΐκ

patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Sts.,

household accidents have no
errors when there's a bottle of Dr.
rhomas1 Eclectric Oil in the medicine
< sheet.
Heals
bruises,
burns, cuts,
iprains. Instant relief.,

Bradstreet's.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany kunt Jo—"Look him up in
f he isn't there his fortune isn't worth
?ase. Pease piano, 7£ octave, almost new
1 elliag."
for $185.

j

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys
(or |900, worth #250.
s nd bladder right.
Don't delay taking.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano, 1 r. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris.
<
>rin
walnut case, for $930, worth $300.
Stevens, Oxford.

1 lew,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ordinary

I have a large stock of new :
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
Derothy—"Aunt Jo, what is the best
hand instruments.
ray to tell a gentleman's fortune?"

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth

uid divinity.

our

I have a nice oak case organ at RumWe have noticed that a girl who calls
I ord Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
a dress a "creation" is pretty apt to have
Teat trade.
a rich father to charge things to.
E. W.
One second hand Estey organ at South
'aris, almost new, for Λ9
"Oh, mamma," said little Tommy at a
One second hand Worcester organ, 11 c oncert the other night while the cornetit was rendering a difficult solo, "just
tope, in nice condition, for $4£.
ear the man, how he stutters through
I will fnrnlah DOORS and WINDOWS of any
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
SUe or Style M reasonable prîtes.
" is trumpet !"
ctave, walnut case, never been hurt,
1 hat cost 1125, for 63.
A lazy liver makes a lazy man. BurOne second hand square piano, a nice 4 ock Blood Bitters is the natural, never
It In want of any kind of finish for Inalde or
ο ne, for 115*
worth $140.
Outalde work, tend In your order·. Pine Lum
f, tiling remedy for a lazy liver.
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

CHANDLER,

Builders'

Finish!,1

J*

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Hard

E.

W.

Wert Sumner.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

and Job Work.

kV. J. Wheeler,;
nmber

Wood floor Board· for sale.

CHANDLER,

Mala·.

Hardly Worth While.—"There goes
y pearl necklace into the washbasin,
id down into the trap! Send for the

BUXUIfl·

I

BLOCK,

ρ

at once, my dear." "I guess
>t! Not for one pearl necklacel"

TERRORS

By Foley's Iloney and Tar. It stops
racking cough and heals and strengthens the lungs. If taken in time it will
prevent an attack of pneumonia. Rethe

fuse substitutes.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

NEW YORK.
A t

^

on

my left foot once in a

y axative Rromo
Cures a Cold in One Day,

Quinine

Crip

in 2

Day*

yQ fiV
©.

Foley's Kidney
affords security

if taken in time
from all kidney and
bladder diseases. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
cure

shows

The surest and safest remedy for kidney and bladder diseases is Foley's
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Kidney Cure.
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

There are indications that "strenuous"
will soon go on the retired list with
'innocuous desuetude," et ale.; but its
1 mccessor has not yet been named.
It's the little colds that grow into big
( solde; the big colds that end in
conWatch the little
( lumption and death.
( :olds.
Pine
Dr. Wood's Norway
Syrup.

"Jimtnie," said the teacher, "what are
j he five senses?" "Nickels,"
replied
limmie, quickly and confidently.
Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of
t he skin of any sort, instantly relieved,
] •ermanently cured. Doan's Ointment.
* Lt any drug store.
She—"This book says that there are
in an elephant's trunk."
J Le—"Then it must have been packed by
8 woman."

j

0,000 muscles

I

h

s

« »

J jC

MS

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farnurt.
and their families, and stands at the head of the ai;r;<ultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmer*,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is il.00 per year, but f<>r a limited
time we will receive your subscription for THE NEW.
YORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your mud
favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

yours,

Both Papers One Year (or Only $1.15.
Senti your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, «ill
bring you free sample copy.

KOBTUlhEUOIiD4 PKR CKJfT BOND*
Our July, 10.11, without Option.
Semi-Annual Interest, payable January island
•lulv i*t. Price, ·Β and accrued interest, yielding"·! 1—1 per rem. Send for circular, giving full
description of bonds.
M, K. MAV <fc CO., Hniikrr*, I,«wl>ton, Mr.

J

I

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

CO.\

pedi-

GASTORIA

1 cl

TMC CINTâUH COMPANY. NEW VOUA CfTf.

Railroad Co.
SangoràAroost'Jok
XOLIPATED KKFl'NOHU.'

l'cdlKroe» of Arabian IIoraeN.
Arabs have no written

I'MTHE-

For Sale.

ROMOC

Two-story, six-room house and ell with basement; stable with cellar; 3 4 acre land, 13 fruit

Apply,

trees.

W. R.

IIENRY,
Paris, Maine.

-MAN-

South

DR.

TENNEY,

AUSTIN

0

OCULIST,
WILL

Elm House,

llE AT

Norway, Tuesday, May

Ollice Hour» : lu..M Α. Μ. Ιυ J V.
Kye» Kxnmlned Free.

ert—Atlantic.

12.

WHAT WOULD YOU

M.

HEALTH

Vinegar.

BUY

Vinegar is all right for strong stomachs—if it really is vinegar and not an
acid of some kind.

A

OR

ROMOC

RATHER

FOR

HAVE—

YOU

DOLLAR?

CAN

$1.00 AND CURE

YOURSELF OF RHEUMATISM, NERVE,
BLOOD

Montello Grunite.

OR

YOU CAN

STOMACH

TROUBLE, OR
DOLLAR.

KEEP YOUR

Boston, Mass.
GentlemenFor α long time my wife was a great sufferer from
the
stomach and
relief
to
Blomaeh trouble. Homoc quicklygave
tone and strength to the entire system.
(Signed) HUGH G. BROWN,
President Hotel and Railroad News Co.

of .23 per cent

They Smoke Wood.
saturated with a
strong solution of pepper are used as
a substitute for tobacco by Indians
along the Alaskan coast. Their mouths
are often made raw by the practice,
and the eyesight of many Is affected
by the strong fumes.
Where

Wood

m

plow cultigarden use.

shavings

Oldeat Trade In lor.

The oldest trade union of the world
is the Amalgamated Custom Tailors of
England. The employers have an association, and a joint standing arbitration board discusses all dilliculties.
Wild

FIXED EXPENSES
J*

Boar In Church.

The verger of <1 parish church near
Paris was surprised recently when on
opening the .loors a great beast rushed
past him and escaped into the open.
The animal proved to be a wild boar
which had been hunted the day before
and which had found asylum in the
church for the night.

φ
φ

Φ

<i>'

bost of tilings. He cannot get
χ along without tbeui.
Tbey are
φ sometimes called tbe "lixed
a

φ charges"

|

Whenever Whittier had an inspiration he would go to a corner of his
room and kneel down while he reduced
hie thoughts to words.

φ

Φ
Λ

Raven* In England.
In England, where ravens grow
wiser as they become more scarce, they
will sometimes fly for miles to steal
from farmers at a distance, neglecting
nearer crops. The same precaution is
sometimes taken by foxes.

"Romoc Guaranteed, if

A

The

one

thing

needed

la

hi

know

hi

und

that

he

lia·

aomethliiK which they need

Τ

or

Φ

want.

invited to let the
know what you have
for sale through thla paper.
Tou

X

RANGE

are

public

&

Dr. R. 0.

Bailey,

Veterinary Surgeon,

Telephone.
Office ami Residence,
11 High street.

Hnuaen In Berlin.

South

Paris,
Maine.

l

1
are

better than

paint.

They work easy, make a smooth surElectrical Unit·.
1 ace, and any one can apply them to
In the world of electricity a volt is 1 rails, ceilings, inside woodwork, panfurniture.
Many
α unit of measurement for pressure, an t ries, kitchens and
The surface Is non' «autiful tints.
ampere the unit of measurement for
be
can
and
bsorbent
kept bright and
volume and a watt the unit of meas1 lean by wiping with a damp cloth.
urement based upon both pressure and
Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
volume.
, urnleh
you "Sateuma Interior Enamel»" at the

Pit·

m

Swimmer*.

Pigs are poor swimmers, their fore
legs being set closely under them, and
when they fall into water they very
often cat their throats with the

Boiats of thslr cloven feet.

sharp

Home

publicity—that peopleNhould

φ tlslng and double or quadruple
φ the business.—Men's Outtitter.

200 feet deep In the
rise again to the surthe great pressure of
the water. At any less distance from
the surface, however, it will gradually
work its way back to light once more.

An Odd Detective.
Tooth marks left in α pat of butter
led to the conviction of a burglar at
the Northumberland assizes, in England.

Quaker

If the expenses are 10 per cent
φ
X without advertising, make them
Φ 12 or 14 per cent with adver-

Duke d'Eperney besick for hours if he saw a hare
and once kept his bed for a week because one leaped 011 him.

has 229,000 residences with
one room that can be heated, but in
170,000 of these cases this one room is
the kitchen.

cured, money refunded."
OO., Agonte.

Hut

of tbe business.

soldierly

Berlin

not

F. A. SHURTLEFF tfc

having all those expenses does
not bring business.

<·>

Φ
φ

HIh Pet Avcrnlnn.

came

must

inorcbnnt

have a store as well as a stock
and pay rent or Its equivalent,
χ lie must buy bent, light, service,
transportation, postage—In fact,

Whittier.

The

rota 11

Everj

Water Preamire.

no

111 ο

South Paris, iMaine.

Deep
The proprietor of a small country store
A cork sunk
displays a card in his window bearing
the following inscription—"Hams and ocean will not
face, owing to
cigars, smoked and unsmoked."
Teacher—"What is a synonym, Freddie?" Freddie—"A synonym is a word
to be used in place of another word you
can't spell."

t>

1)()S»S

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Klumsay (in the mazy waltz)—"PerEven so hard a rock as Montello
haps you don't like my stylo of dancing."
selected for the sarcophagus of
Miss Sharpe—"There is rather too much •granite,
sameness about
it." Klumsay—"How the tomb of General Grant on account
of its great strength, shows a porosity
may I vary it?" Miss Sharpe—"Suppose

you tread
while."

Simile Signature oP

A. W. Walker & Son,

for re-

J

New Fashions.

jvenlng wrap.—Argus.

Very truly

grees. It is all un affair of memory
and of notoriety in the tribe. Certain
alleged pedigrees of Arabian horses,
couched in romantic language and repMd ··· that It
ns carried in a small bag and
I resented
hung by a cord around the animal's
neck, have been published, but these
are forgeries got up probably by horse
1» Un For Over 30 Yeara.
The Kind Too Bar· Àlway» Boojht dealers, Egyptian, Syrian or Persian.
The breeding of every horse is u matter of common knowledge, and it
and
zero
the
collection
into
Many put
I «...>,1.1 I.» tmnnaolhla fi,r lllu n\VII(»r to
then complain that the churc h is cold.
fabricate pedigree so as to deceive the
"There are many little children," said natives, even if lie were so Inclined.
papa, "who must be satisfied with a The Bedouins, it seems necessary to
You should be
crust this Sunday.
admit, are In general great liars, and
thankful to the Lord for having sent you
they will lie (to a stranger) about the
this splendid dinner.
the qualities or the ownership of
"Pa, if the Lord sent it," said little age,
not lie about his
May, "that was the express charges ma a horse, but they will
paid the butcher man yesterday, wasn't pedigree, even when they can do so
it?"
with impunity. To be truthful on this
subject is almost a matter of religion,
PNEUMONIA IS ROBBED OF ITS certainly a point of honor in the des-

require frequent

seam

Spreader,

to Mother».

(Amine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
OMfeand ear· remedy for Infants and children,

proper care of the
skin will prevent the child's making two
free use of his nails. Scratching is apt
to aggravate the rash, and to result in
poisoning of the skin.
It is only after the most severe attacks
that marks are left, and then the disfigurement is likely to appear upon the
face.—Home Science Magazine.

signs of waning.
Sleeves in general are tending to
smaller proportions at the wrist and increase the size of the top.
Turnover collarettes of pleated chiffon
having long front pieces of fan shaped
pleated chiffon are among the pretty
novelties.
Salt and pepper cloth,
principally
pepper, is very jaunty in effect when
made up in Norfolk jackets for girls and
women with girlish figures.
Stylish dimity shirt waists, fresh from
the hands of the maker, designed for
spring and summer wear, are to be had
for prices ranging from $1 to 12.
Champagne etamine is one of the delicate colors in a delicate fabric that
promises to be very popular for tea and
dinner gowns for the post-Lenten season.
Some of the shirt waist suits made of
moire velonr have a crispness and chic
style about them that is excelled by no
sther material used for the purpose.
Reseda green, generally popular for
sarly spring gowns and hats, is ae usual
imong the leading color tones for every;hing from a pair of gloves to a copious

profitable

Fac

see

We also have the hand
tivators and weedcrs for

proof. for encouragement, for building
are
up in manful purposes and works,
the words of those that in their day
were men.—Carlyle.
The

Important

as

The popularity of the slot

1L—Goethe.

Great, ever fruitful,

Teacher—Willie, you may spell "felt."
Willie—F-e-l-t.
Teacher—That's right. Now, Johnny,
what is felt?
Johnny—Mamma's slipper.

Wheeler,

If Adam had behaved himseif, and sin
ind death had not come into the world,
it would be hard sledding for the three
earned professions, viz. : law, medicine

out

and Loss OF SLEEP.

Miller Manure Pulverizer and

made of.—Henry Ward Beecher.
Energy will do anything that can bo
doue in this world, and no talents, no
circmnstnucqs, no opportunities, will
make u two legged animal a man with-

multiply wonderfully

ness

We have just received a new line
of Cambridge Steel Plows, Eclipse
and King Corn Planters, The Xatioaal reversible sulky plow, also the
Syracuse reversible sulky plow.
To aid in the spring work there is
nothing equal to the

philosophers. They refuse to pull to pieces
their enjoyments to see what they are

Robert J. Miller, Proprietor of the
Read House Drug Store of Chattanooga,
Tenn., writes: "There is more merit in
Fo'ey's Honey and Tar than in any
The calls for it
other cough syrup.

ι

A.W. Walker & Son.

friends.—Plutarch.
Children are unconscious

STATEMENT.

call and

just

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Apcrfecl Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Wurms .Convulsions .Feverish-

Planters, etc.,

laws, but follow customs.—Montaigne.
We carry happiness into our condition, but cannot hope to iind it there.—
Ilolmes.
Prosperity is no Just scale. Adversity is the only balance to weigh

A CHATTANOOGA DRUGGIST'S

Though a contagious malady, the disease in question is not nearly so much so

body
bathing. Moreover,

The eyes of other people are the eyes
that ruin us.—Franklin.
if you would know and not be
known, live in a city.—Colton.
The way of the world is to make

"Yes," replied the tot.
"Pretty hair,
a
bracelet on her arm," then she
at
the
picture seriously
paused, looked

JfiriftSeed

rimiUti. fliiU»
Μ%ΜΓ
NT

Plows, Harrows,
Cultivators, Disk
Harrows, Corn

SAYINGS OF THE WISE.

of

Àtx.SmnΛ »
RacktUt Salit
siaitr Xrrtl *

When in want of

But she never loved again.

dot

adults.

ness,

flsts;

good crying spell.

ma.

True "L. F." Atwoods Bittsrs

—

night

Signature

Πκι/χ of Old DrSAMUEL PiTCHKR
PumfAm. Seul

..

Clark away with a greater majesty
than ever as Queen Catherine she
waved away Cardinal Wolsey, and then
going to her hotel probably she had a

Grandma was showing two-year-old
Helen the picture of a young lady in
evening dress.
"Isn't she a pretty lady?" said grand-

something
just good.

A LOW PRICE

little child In her

had been waiting in the dressing
to receive him.
Such a reception! Charlotte Cusbtnan
never looked or ucted so grandly on the
stage in all her life as she (lid that
in her dressing room. She waved

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS CURED.

give to

very
years they troubled
back and In
dull, aehlng pain across my feet for any
stood on my
I
If
loins.
my
across my
length of time, 1 felt the pain
numb.
back more and my legs became
bad that
so
baek
got
When the pain In my
I put on plasters,
I could etand It no longer,
of them, but they
and I used a great many
relief. I also
only afforded me temporary but they did
kinds,
all
of
used medicines
Doan's Kidney
not reach the cause. I eaw
recommended,
I'llls advertised, and so well
a trial, and
that I was Induced to give themstore. Tuey
drug
I got them at Andrew's
After the treatgave me Immediate relief.
of my
ment I seldom felt any symptoms
I did I took a
former troubles, but when
it soon
and
IMIls
few of Donn's Kidney
were not so
left me. My rheumatic pains
that tired, lansevere, and I did not have
energy In doing
guid feeling. I hadallmore
the credit to Doan's
my work and give
me a great deal
did
Pills.
They
Kidney
In recommendof good, and I feel Justified
and reliable
ing them to others as a good
medicine."
all drugDoan's Kidney Pills for sale by
Co.g
50 cents per box. Foster-Mllburn
uffulo, Ν. Y.

Bears the

Promotes Digeslion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
τ;οτ Narcotic.

Vt.,
Mr. T. H. Hughes, of Saxtone Rlvor, "My
Ac
says:
employed by II. F. Locke Co.,
for years, and
kidneys did not net properly two
or tbree
It gradually grew on me. For much with a
me

room

"For ten years I had chronic bronchitis so bad that at times I could not
speak above a whisper," writes Mr.
Joseph CofTam of Montnaorenci, Ind. I
tried all remedies availablo, but with no
success.
Fortunately my employer suggested that I try Foley's Honey anil Tar.
Its eliect was almost miraculous, and I
On my
am now cured of the disease.
recommendation many people have used
Foley's Honey and Tar, and always with
satisfaction." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

is the name we

A Modern Medicine
Every Kidney 111.

cried Miss Cush-

iQja.

--

Kind You Have

Always Bought

^Vegetable Preparationfor As-

Doan's
Kidney Pills,
for

me

Miss Cushman started as if she bad
been shot.
She went through her part that night
as usual—acted it splendidly—brought
down the house; then, after the performance, she sent for Clark to come to
her dressing room. Clark knocked and
then opened the door. She brought forward to him his wife and baby, who

talk!"
"Doesn't have to talk!"
"No. All the baby has to do is to
yell, and it gets everything there is in
the house that's worth having."

Experience

—

arms.

baby talk yet?" they asked.
"No," replied the baby's disgusted little brother, "the bal»y doesn't have to

I The

constantly
aching back
The weariness—Distressing urinto
ary disorders—All yield quickly

petting excited.
"Yes, and you have taken or you are
trying to take him from me," continued the ragged woman, looking Mls«
Cushman full in the face.
"Who Is your husband?"
"Conrad Clark," replied the woman,
"the father of this child," pointing to a
hulf starved, thin

For Infants and Children.

The

mun,

"Does the

blunders.

husband!"

GASTORIA

fight

the battles of
life with the
heavy burdens
of kidney ills.

night

"Your

Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls,
Mont., recommended Ely's Cream Balm
to me. I can emphasize his statement,
"It is a possible cure for catarrh if used
as directed."—Rev. Francis W. Poole,
Pastor Central Pres. Church, Helena,
Mont.
After using Ely's Cream Halm six
weeks I believe myself cured of catarrh.
—Joseph Stewart, Grand Avenue,
Buffalo, X. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
St., New York.

hard

a

struggle to

the actress met a strange
womun behind the scenes between the
acts.
The woman came up to her and addressed her thus:
"You are Charlotte Cushman, the
great actress. Haven't you got enough
men to admire you without coming beOne

"What would you like for luncheon,
Tommy?1' asked Tommy's mother, as
they sat down in a department store
restaurant. "Ice cream," replied Tommy, with a smile of anticipation. "And
what else?" "More ice cream," said tween mun and wife and robbing
Tommy, with a larger smile than before. of my husband?"

and added solemnly, "an' she's all
for bed, dranma!"

It's

smoothly.

Stevens, Oxford.

Don't -aA
Waste
Your
Π'
Money J

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

À Hard Straggle.

love ran
pany, and the course of true

With the very first dose they began to
improve and we feel that it has saved
their lives." Refuse substitutes. F. A.
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris. Orin

on every
25c
any other of the communicable complaints, and is not a serious one, ordimedical
Miss
or
in
less
than
Also
two
three
takes
Giddy—"I suppose you
place
narily. Recovery
hauling logs.
student** have some gay times." Young
a week in the great majority of instances.
Key to the Fussier.
pairs of fresh horses just received,
we do cut up quite a
do
San
when
Evil
occur,
Medicus—"Yes,
they
complications,
71.—Numerical Enigma:
No.
also several good driving horses.
are more likely to manifest themselves good deal."
Francisco.
after the twelfth year, and to involve the
No. 72.—Pictured Puzzle: Yale. CorMast and floor. Knicker.—"What a
sexual organa.
W.
nell.
The little one should be confined to glorious speech Jones made about nailSouth Paris, Me.
the flag to the mast head." Bocker.
No. 73.—Sépara ted Word: Allowed. bed should the ailment
appear to affect ing
Allow, Ed, all, owed. All. owed, al- the general health, and under such cir- —"Yes. But you should have heard the
the
lowed.
cumstances medical intervention is es- speech he delivered when he nailed
carpet to the floor."
No. 74.—Anagrams: Stamen. Break- pecially enjoined.
Upon recovery from an attack of the
fast Study. Ecstasy, delight. Meadow,
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
mumps, it is not considered necessary
playmatee. Gingerbread. Taste.
opiates, and will not constipate like
to disinfect the patient or his wearing
Word Square:
No. 75.—Coucealed
nearly all other cough medicines. Reapparel, nor to disinfect the room.
fuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
Shame. Haven. Avert. Merge. Enter.
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
No. 76.—Novel Double Acrostic: InCHICKEN-POX.
itials, Macaulay; fourth row, Iloratius.
Serious consequences are indeed rare
Nodd—"What! You are out every
2. Accused. 3. Conifer. as concerns an attack of chicken-pox, it
1. Mansion.
until 3! Isn't
midnight late
6. Learned. being regarded as a very trivial com- night
1 Auction. 5. Unbaled.
enough?" Todd—"I found when 1 got
plaint. At the same time it is highly home at midnight my wife could talk to
7. Acrobat 8. Yachter.
contagious.
No. 77.—Charade; Mass-a-chu-setts.
me, but when I get home at 3, words
In the majority of cases the malady
2.
No. 78.—Metagram : 1. Might
fail her."
such mild disturbances of the
presents
5.
4.
Right
Light.
Night 3. Bight
general health, as to preclude the need TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
U. Sight. 7. Fight. 8. Eight 9. Tight for treatment
beyond the administration Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
said to be
on
No. 79.—Triangle: 1. Grain. 2. Rust of a simple purgative to secure free
All druggists refund the money if it
as
3. Asp. 4. It. 5. N.
movements of the bowels.
fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature
Get the
To overcome the annoyance consequent
No. 80.—Certain Acts: 1. En-act 2.
on each box.
25c.
is
a good plan to dust
it
5.
4.
Tr-act
upon
itching,
T-act
3.
Com-pact
the skin with a good talcum or other
F-act. a Catar-act
Correspondent—"You saw what the
powder, or to anoint it with one of the
said about you this morning, I
the
STOPS THE COUGH
preparations of petroleum, like vaseline. papers
millionaire (presiAfter crusts have formed, it is better to presume?" Returned
first time and be reAND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
dent of a great corporation)—"No; I
an ointment containing two per
employ
lieved of your bilious headaches
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure cent of
don't know what they said about me,
ichthyol.
» cold in one day.
No Cure, no Pay.
As cleanliness is important in any ill- but you may say for me, sir, that thore
Price 25 cents.
wasn't a word of truth in it."
will
the

horses for sale.

on

Paris.

West Paris, March 30, 1903.

been

Catalogues sent

·

mxin,

Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir,
and Poplar, delivered on

I have several

Berlin,

ο

·

·

SUPPLIES !

p.

WANTED !

Lewiston

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ο

ο
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Hemlock

W. H. Winchester,

ο
ο

No. 8T—A Well Known Proverb.

Peeled

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

ο

PHOTOGRAPHIC

&

TRUE'S PIN

Mechanic Falls, Me.

Telephone Connection.

Co.

If wornisare prirent they will be expelled.
▲ harmless vegetable tonic. Jic. »t druimu.
Pr. J. r. TKCE A (P.. Vufcurm. Me.

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

J. WALDO

Paper

oo

3. Το
2. A flambeau.
1. Vigilant.
A
5. Every day.
4. Weary.
raise.
Juvenile.

slckncaa. and sometimes death, In^a
children, before their presence is suspect· V
■
ed. Give them α few dosea of

capable boys.
Apply at once to

ο
0

0

•

Worms?

to

ο

ο

Bryant's Pond, Me.

an

smart,

ο

·

J. M. DAY,

Mall orders

learn the shoe busi-

positions

ο

Spruce, Fir anil Hemlock pu!p wood, delivered
at «.rand Trunk stations, from Mechanic Kalis
to Locke's Mills.

*3 Ήain St., South

about 16 years of age

·

oo

PULP WOOD WANTED

painter.

80.—Angle*.

No.

•

Ο

w.

IN SHOE FACTORY.

opportunity

of a distinguished

Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Sensee of T;iste and Smell. Lar#e Size 30
cents, at Uru#g1-<ht or by mall. Trial S lie Inc. by
mall.
ELY BKOTUERS, 56 Warreu Street, New York.

Boys Wanted
strong and who wish

In-

no

aiS^iSSSuCOLP'1* head

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, and
India Wharf, Boston, dallv, except Sunday, at
7 i*> H. M
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
for New York. Philadelphia and Washington
via all rail and Sound Unes.
Krelght rates always as low as other lines.
Airfreight via this Une Insured against tire
and marine risk.
J. Κ
Liscomb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
A. H. Hanscom, «. P. A T. A.
Calvd( Afsrts, Vice l'res't A Gen'l Manager.
General Offices, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mas·.

are

Is

Cream Balm

Contains

use.

I'OKTLA^iD DIVISION.
PoRTI Α.ΛΊ» A\D BOST«.\ LIXK.

who

6. Add a letter to chance and make
fortunate.
7. Add a letter to a nobleman and
make in good season.
8. Add a letter to peruse and make
alert.
The Initial letters will spell the name

jurious 'Irujf.
It 1*quickly Absorbe»!.
Gives Relief at once.
'>pens ami cleanses the

Easier» Steamship Company.

boys

reckoning.

Easy ami pleasant to

t

Several

4. Add a letter to a fish and make
sheltered from light and heat
5. Add a letter to lofty and make a

CATARRH

A handsomely lllnitrafed wtvkly. T.sreeat etrcuiation of any »nentl0c Journal. Terms. $3 a
year: four month·, f L. Soul by all newsdealer*.

To S»« Coa*t anil Interior
X«w Knglautl.

sarcasm.

CATARRH

THE

Inrentlnn
probably patentable. Communie»,
lions strictly c· éditent lui. Handbook on I'atetita
Mnt frwe. Oldest aMKey for securing patents.
Patent· taken through .Munn A Co. receive
fgrriil η 'If, n:,viuut Chrnye. tu the
is

."

T. A letter.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Never Fail* to Reetore Grmy
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curve tcaip div»a»r· Jt hair lading.
3-c.md |l.i<»at DruprbU

a sketch nnd description mar
;ΐ3··βπ un our opinion freo whether an

as

Ko. 84.—Diamond.

HAIR BALSAM
(Clcanm* and beautiflef the hair.
l*rwm«>tee a luxuriant growth.

Anrone «ending

6a|d father: "Now, this tree I'll chop.
Then you the branches small may
But run when flrst you hear It
To yonder rock before you
This land will raise the finest
;
But look! In yonder waving
I eee a wildcat. Now, I'll
My ax for gun. and soon he'll
Now, down he comes with whirl and
And striken the ground with sudden
No more he'll climb and creep and

1. A letter. 2. A close embrace. 3.
Any slave. 4. The result of cultivation.
6. Diseased with gout G. To attempt

PARKER'S

quickly

destiny and leave plump.
food and leave remote.

any —·
I'll sell hla skin at Jones'

OPTICIAN,

Φ

fixed and leave a tree.
to experience and leave a

His fur is thick

^

5. RICHARDS,

to throw out with a dipper

young boy.
a soft metal and leave a

——

(ce, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, ]3rick,
Sand. Ac.

^

leave

No. 83.—MlaalnK Rhyme·.

bring

in

These two

and

visionary

2. Curtail
and leave a
3. Curtail
meadow.
4. Curtail
6. Curtail
reward.
G. Curtail
7. Curtail

NKVKK OUT."

us

Nursing

81.—Rkombold.

Ho. 83.—Curtailment·.

1. Curtail
thought

DO YOU WANT IT?

Paris Hill. A postal

In order to close the estate, thin valuable prop
ertv te offered for «ale ami will 1*· eoM at a
bargain. The house te two story, well adapted
for two famille· amt tn fair state of repair. Ad·
joining tills, a large l>»m The lot contains three
am! one-half acres, an·! on this le a tine orchard
Thl· 1· a rare chance to secure a most desirable
l'art of the purchase money can
homeatead.
remain on mortgage. If desire·!.
A le·· a small garden lot nearly oupoette the
home-tea·I. Alao one undivided "half of the F.
M. Cooper pasture, containing T5 acres more or
lee·.
For particulars and terms Inquire of
WILSON Λ GRAY, South Parts.

at

Correspondence on topics of Interest to the Udlo
1*solicitât. Address: Editor Hombmak**»'
COLUW, Oxford Democrat, Paris. Maine.

2. A verb from
Across: 1. Hurry.
hear. 3. Blunder. 4. The whole sum
or amount 5. Royal.
Down: 1. A letter. 2. An exclamation.
3. A high wave. 4. Add. 5. Blunder.
6. To be silly through age or from love.
T. A torn piece of cloth. 8. An exclamation. 9. A letter.

I

Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion, Sick
Headache, Disordered Ll\ er, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses will work won- (
dcrs upon the Vital Organs; StrengtLcnin,:the
Muscular System, restoring the lonj lostCcmplexion, bringing back the keen edge of >ppeti:e, 1
and arouaing with thm hoa iuL' of
·>■ ercj·/ I
Hmaith thm wao/c r
of thm human 1ran*, for threw.ng
oft fawer» 1 s«jf a. e .'•.cec.'.z Afy re- (
nowncd. These are "facts" adaiitt.d by
thousands, in all classes of socfcty, and one ^
of the best guarantees to ti-e Nervous and
Debilitated is that Beecham's Pills have the
Largest Sale of any Fa:·.:it Medicine in the
This bas been ucliicved.
World.
Without the publication of testimonials. '

without

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

nfifpuzf

PILLS

Bcecham's Pills have for many years been |
popular family medicine wherever the
English language is spoïen, and they now stand

For Sale!
on

BEECHAM'S

I

the

W. J. WHEELER, Agent.
South Paris, Oxford County, Me.

The T. M. Crocker Homestead

A Wonderful Medkine.

>

—

—r-

m

■

DREADFUL ATTACK OF WHOOPCHARLOTTE CUSHMAN.
ING COUGH.
Affair
Mrs. Ellen Harlieon of 300 Park Ave», Bitter Ending of the One Lore
of the Famoaa Actre··,
Kansas City, Mo., writes as follows:
"Our two children bad a severe attack
Charlotte Cushman, the actress, was
of whooping cough, one of thera in the In love but once in ber life. Sbe met In
paroxysm of coughing would often faint Cincinnati, where sbe wus playing, an
and bleed at the nose. We tried everyactor name<l Clark, with whom she fell
thing we heard of without getting relief. in love. Through her efforts Clark was
who
We then called our family doctor
in the comtar. advanced to leading man
and
Foley's honey

ime

price an ordinary paint.

FREE Color card and our booklet. "How to
«furnish the Home Without Buying New Eur11 lture."

Made by Heath &

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Chicago.
Jeo Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.,

Maaury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM it SON,

OVTH FiBll,

»**■■

with the patent revertable flue
50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

fuel.

saves

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,
Picture Frames

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

&

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

Mouldings

High G'ade

Portrait Work
Water
in Crayon,
color,
and
a
Oil
specialty.
Sepia
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

SALESMEN WANTED

our Interest'
1b Oxford and adjacent oountlea.
Salary or
oommlaaion. Addraat
THK Y1CTOB OIL COMPAKT.
Clevtlud, Ofclo.

